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Abstract

Applications have a life cycle that after a while can prove more di�cult to maintain than
redo. Remember when web pages were static and developed to a specific size? Accessing
them today with a phone or a tablet forces users to scroll all over the page to view the full
content. Modernization is when a legacy system gets redone and put into a more modern
application space. Understanding the strengths and weaknesses of each modernization tech-
nique is paramount to select the correct solution and the overall success of a modernization
e↵ort. This thesis describes what to take into consideration when planning a moderniza-
tion. Why should organizations consider modernization? What are the costs? What can
be done to achieve better and e�cient modernization for the next generation and how do
they decide the correct time to modernize? To answer these questions a practical study was
done using a legacy system written in Java and modernizing it to the ASP .NET framework.
An interview with the client ordering the modernization was conducted to understand the
reasoning an organization has regarding modernization. Results showed that modernizing
can and will often be a great way to expand business capabilities but the major limitation
is the finance. Here lies a problem due to the challenging nature of knowing the return of
investment regarding modernization and calculating risk vs. reward scenarios. However, the
planning stage is of major importance and it can reduce the modernization cost significantly.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Legacy systems are software systems that have been built decades ago with old technologies
and methodologies. There are a lot of these system on-line today and organizations find
them hard to update and maintain. A bigger e↵ort can then be conducted to change
the system, but keeping the business process or core functionality. This is the area of
software modernization and it refers to the conversion, rewriting or porting of a legacy system
to a modern computer programming language, software libraries, protocols, or hardware
platform. Why should companies modernize? When is the correct time to modernize and
what can companies gain if they were to modernize their legacy system? What are the
problems and risks with these systems? Are there any known issues when porting between
frameworks and how does that a↵ect the functionality?

1.1 Partners

The main partner was Sogeti AB. They supplied the assignment, workspace and tools that
made this thesis possible. Sogeti is a IT consulting firm located in 15 countries and is a
wholly owned subsidiary of Capgemini [28]. I got a position in the Ume̊a o�ce. The customer
who ordered the modernization was Ume̊a Kommun [10]. The study was conducted in Ume̊a.

1.2 Outline

This thesis covers the modernization of a legacy system. The legacy system is called ”Mina
Arvoden” and its purpose is to inform politicians about the revenue that they have earned.
This practical study will be done to better understand the nature of a modernization. The
legacy application was developed over ten years ago and was written in Java. The application
was built with the design pattern1 Model-View-Controller (see section 1.3.4). What I will
do in this thesis is to transform the legacy system into a newer, more secure and better built
application while also migrating from Java to .NET.

The thesis will focus on the nature of planing a modernization on a Legacy system.
What can a company gain if modernizing and what can they loose when postponing a
modernization on a legacy system with highly valued business potential? Many of the
articles referenced in this thesis [25, 7, 26, 18, 22] states that organizations have applications
that can become too fragile to modify and too important to discard while also becoming

1A general reusable solution to a commonly occurring problem within a given context in software design.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

outdated to the point where it looses its business value. In some cases the legacy system
never gets a modernization. Why is this, and when is the correct time to modernize? I
want to research why the modernization of these legacy systems often gets postponed, what
makes them fragile over time and what can be done to achieve low modernization cost.
When migrating to another framework chances are that the exact same results will not
occur without bugs. Can certain problems that occur be solved in a certain way? Are there
groups of the same type of problems? Some of the functionality will then be compared and
tested. What I hope to achieve with the modernization of Mina Arvoden is to grasp the
problems when migrating the legacy system, if they occur. Like functionality, safety, front
end, back end etc. When the modernization is complete and the application delivered I
want to compare the two applications. I felt that an interview with a company that have
legacy systems could be of use to better understand the thoughts on modernization from a
companies perspective.

Section 1.3 will go through some general problems with legacy systems, terminology,
approaches towards modernization and the life cycle of a deployed application. This is to
better grasp the nature of modernization and the current state of the legacy application Mina
Arvoden. Chapter 2 will go through these problems and techniques further. Since both the
old application and the new, when implemented, will use a Model-View-Controller pattern
I will go through what this patterns means to a application and the modernization. I will
also go through the two software frameworks in-depth to grasp how these two frameworks
di↵er to each other and what this means to the modernization.

1.3 Background

A framework, or software framework, is a platform for developing software applications. A
framework is similar to an application programming interface (API), though technically a
framework includes an API. As the name suggests, a framework serves as a foundation for
programming, while an API provides access to the elements supported by the framework.
A framework may also include code libraries, a compiler, and other programs used in the
software development process. With the growth of internet and market around it a lot of
di↵erent software frameworks have been born that programmers and developers can use,
each with its pros and cons.

An application is a program designed to perform a specific function directly for the user
or, in some cases, for another application program. Keeping legacy applications running
smoothly can be a time-consuming, resource-intensive process especially when the software
becomes so outdated that it becomes incompatible with newer versions of the underlying
operating system (OS) or system hardware [7].

When creating an application the framework used is usually picked before the project
begins if the company has, for example, teams developing in a specific framework. Com-
panies sometimes change their preferred framework. The reasons could be a new direction
of the company, new functionality gets available, new employees, changed or added target
audience, etc. A lot of time is then spent on moving old existing applications from the
old framework to the new. This makes the concept of re-usability and modernization quite
important and without these in mind more time than necessary is spent on moving old
existing applications from the old framework to the new.
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1.3.1 Problems

Many organizations are today faced with having to maintain and support original legacy
systems that can date back up to four decades. Keeping these system up-to-date requires
dedicated teams and a lot of time. But still;

most organizations do not have a clear strategy for retiring legacy applications
and continue to spend up to three-quarters of their IT budgets just ”keeping
the lights on” - supporting outdated, redundant and sometimes entirely obsolete
systems. [25]

The average company spends from 60 to 85 percent of its IT budget maintain-
ing legacy applications that fail to meet the changing competitive needs of the
business. [22]

Old applications, especially those that are three or more decades old, are often custom
made and have not followed any method that neither support code reuse nor best practises.
These applications are also often written with out-dated development languages and run on
platforms that can no longer e↵ectively integrate with the organization’s new architectures.
What this can mean is a lack of centralized reporting system that can cause organizations to
make critical mistakes in taking product inventory, tracking shipments, or processing pay-
ments [25]. With many redundant systems running almost the same types of transactions,
it becomes very di�cult to pinpoint the root cause of the problem - if the application has a
functional or performance error [11, 7].

Another common problem is exponential increase in data. The three main factors that
contribute to uncontrollable data growth are [25]:

– Acquisitions.

– Poor archiving practices.

– Lack of clear internal guidelines on data retention and compliance.

Storing data has with time been increasingly optimized but that will not (in most cases)
help old system without having to completely redo the whole system/application.

When an organization do not have a well-defined process for removing historic records
prior to merging application instances or routinely archiving old data they will (often) find
themselves retaining obsolete transaction records far beyond the required period. According
to Capgemini’s paper, Application Modernization and Retirement, most CEOs cannot today
accurately estimate the number of outdated systems that are running in their application
landscape and are being supported by the IT sta↵ [25]. Maybe more importantly, they
cannot see the true cost of maintaining the individual applications nor a clear picture of
the optimal number of applications required to provide real business value and support
future growth. So the cost of modernization and the ROI (return on Investment2) is often
unknown. This can easily become a bad circle of not knowing if the cost of modernizing is
worth it compared to just maintaining it.

Security threats in the world of the internet continue to grow and applications has to
be secure when created and maintained. However, the same is holding true for legacy
systems. As your legacy systems continue to get more out-of-date while the world around
them continues to evolve, the risks may be increasing [11].

2ROI measures the amount of return on an investment relative to the investment’s cost. To calculate
ROI, the benefit (or return) of an investment is divided by the cost of the investment, and the result is
expressed as a percentage or a ratio.
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1.3.2 System evolution

The term ”System Evolution” describes the life cycle of an application or system from the
initial implementation to the latest update or modernization. System evolution activities
can be divided into three categories; maintenance, modernization, and replacement [26].
Applications often goes through the first of these phases, namely maintenance. If the busi-
ness value of the system is too important to discard it may need a legacy modernization. If
the application is really fragile with great business value a replacement is done, although a
complete replacement is not as usual as modernization and an application often goes through
one or many modernizations until a replacement is needed .

An article from 2000 called A Survey of Legacy System Modernization Approaches [26]
made a figure (figure 1.1) that illustrates the life cycle of a system.

Figure 1.1: Information System Life Cycle

Determining where the system is in its life cycle is a daunting challenge. This paper
will mostly focus on one of the three phases mentioned above, modernization. But lets go
through the phases and briefly describe each phase in the life of a deployed system.

Maintenance is an incremental and iterative process in which small changes are made to
the system. These changes are often bug corrections or small functional enhancements and
should never involve major structural changes [26]. Maintenance costs for legacy systems
increase over time and finding expertise in out-of-date technology becomes increasingly
di�cult and expensive.

Modernization involves more extensive changes than maintenance but conserves a signif-
icant portion of the existing system. These changes include system restructuring, important
functional enhancements, or new software attributes to name a few. Modernization is used
when a legacy system requires more pervasive changes than those possible during main-
tenance, but it still has business value that must be preserved. There are two types of
modernizations, white-boxing and black-boxing. These techniques will be further inves-
tigated in chapter 2 (section 2.1.2)

Replacement of a system have a few other names such as big bang approach or cold
turkey [26]. This technique is applied when systems can not keep pace with business needs
and for which modernization is not possible or cost e↵ective. Replacement is normally
used with systems that are undocumented, outdated, or not extensible. Replacement is not
a cheap alternative and is extremely resource intensive. Even though these resources are
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available, it would take years before the functions provided by a legacy system could be
taken up by new reliable components. Thus, legacy system migration strategies are often
preferred to replacement [14]. This is today only regarding undocumented, outdated, or not
extensible applications. But there are a lot of these systems on-line and running today due
to replacement being extremely resource intensive and costly [8].

1.3.3 Java and .NET

Two of the most used software frameworks is Java and ASP .NET. These two software
frameworks has much to o↵er and are alike in some aspects and di↵erent in others. Server
application is probably the area in which the two platforms are closest to be considered
rivals. Looking at framework usage statistics for websites, both Java and ASP .NET are
well used and supported in the market with PHP at the top [2].

Both C# and Java is Both ”Pure” Object-Oriented Languages, but Java came first
[16]. Both has enhanced ability to develop and integrate web services, thus making the
applications more extensible and interoperable. In addition, Java/JEE and .NET each have
a set of components, services, and features that provide a standard way of performing tasks
such as accessing databases, scripting web pages, handling messages, and connecting to
remote resources. According to an article published by Ca mainframe solutions in 2010,
within the area of platform migration, the paper states:

In most cases, these distributed platforms, such as J2EE and .NET, o↵er a lower
cost alternative, as well as a more flexible infrastructure [18].

But if Java was perfect there would be no reason for the existence of C#. And the same
goes for the other way around of course. But what similar is and what is di↵erent between
C# and Java? More on this in the feasibility study (see section 2.1.4)

1.3.4 Model-View-Controller

Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a widely used software design pattern by Xerox PARC for
Smalltalk-80 in the 1980s [12]. This pattern is widely used within software development
became the recommended model for Sun’s J2EE platform. The design pattern gained pop-
ularity in the end of the 90’s among ColdFusion3 and PHP4 developers. The pattern is now
widely used and MVC web frameworks hold large market shares relative to non-MVC web
toolkits [6]. MVC is a design pattern that enforces the separation between the input, pro-
cessing, and output of an application. The application is divided into three core components;
the model, the view, and the controller (see figure 1.2). Each of these components handles
a discreet set of tasks. A user request is interpreted by the controller, which determines
what portions of the model and view to call. The model handles interaction with data and
applies business rules and then returns data. Finally, the appropriate view is determined
and formatting is applied to the resulting data for presentation.

3ColdFusion is a commercial rapid web application development platform invented by Jeremy Allaire and
JJ Allaire in 1995.

4PHP is a server scripting language, and a powerful tool for making dynamic and interactive Web pages.
PHP is a widely-used, free, and e�cient alternative to competitors
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Figure 1.2: Model view controller pattern

Separation of data from presentation is something that most experienced devel-
opers strive for, but often this emerges out of trial and error and not from a
deliberate plan. MVC enforces the separation of these portions of an applica-
tion. While it requires extra e↵ort up front to architect an MVC application,
the pay-o↵’s are impressive. [12]

However the design pattern is not necessarily easy; it introduces a deeper level of complexity
and require significant planning. If the application is small the pattern can be viewed as
overkill (not necessary).



Chapter 2

Feasibility study

Before going into the practical part of this thesis, lets take a look at what a company and
customer expects when hiring manpower to modernize an existing application. Lets also
research the areas of modernization, re-usability and others applicable for modernization
briefly.

2.1 Underlying research

Determining the business value of an application and its modernization cost is a di�cult
problem. According to a study made in 2004 there are often groups of experts in an or-
ganizational setting that decide the maintenance benefits, risks and costs [29]. But also
some general issues like what to re-engineer, what to add and other factors. According
to Lehman’s law [13], applications and software must continuously adapt or it will become
progressively less satisfactory in the evolving world of the internet and computer technology.
Thus modernization of these applications is often a valuable option.

2.1.1 Modernization

Generally Modernization means large change to the system, typically due to the
major changes in technical context, e.g. user interface, programming language,
system architecture or major changes in the business process [29].

There are a lot of reasons and a lot of di↵erent ways to modernize. Although the
practical part of this paper will focus on converting and updating existing code into a new
programming language lets consider all the reasons why companies and developers turn to
modernization. An Oracle sponsored paper made by IDC Technology Spotlight from 2014
[7] counts the following reasons:

1. Consolidate application instances.

2. Develop new application code to extend the life and utility of the packaged application.

3. Retire the existing packaged application and migrate to a new application.

4. Re-host or re-platform the packaged application to newer infrastructure.

5. Convert and update existing code into new development languages (also goes by the
name re-architecting [1]).

7
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6. Restructure embedded application code to support a more modular, service-oriented
architecture (SOA).

The paper continues regarding the fifth reason;

This tends to be a strategy organizations pursue when core application function-
ality meets business needs, but the IT organization sees greater value in moving
to a new technical stack versus staying on the current technology. The bene-
fits are primarily IT management driven since core functionality and front-end
application functionality typically remain the same. The primary drawback is
opportunity cost: Money invested into the application technical stack migration
may generate a better return if purposed elsewhere.

The reasons to modernize can vary though, a lot. Section 1.3.1 did go though a few of
the problems a legacy application can have. The reason to modernize is often based on the
problems with legacy systems, especially regarding security [15]. Other factors that can
make a legacy modernization more attractive is it being cheaper to deploy on the cloud
(see section 2.1.8) and bad user interaction. Through front-end modernization, orga-
nizations can leverage cloud computing concepts like reusable components and simplified,
standardized functionality to the underlying packaged applications to create rich, intu-
itive user interfaces. The reusable components enable organizations to build a core end-user
interface as a common standard and then scale and create multiple, tailored user interfaces
based on roles and language requirements without having to manage multiple sets of custom
component libraries and code [7].

If the modernization prove successful the benefits can be [29]:

– Better aligned application landscape

– Reduced IT operating costs

– Improved agility of existing applications

– Tighter alignment with the business

– Better compliance with data retention regulations and easier access to archived records

– Improved processes going forward to prevent future problems

– Renewed focus on innovation

Organizations need to understand how application modernization impacts busi-
ness functions and how it enables larger business objectives like improving cus-
tomer satisfaction, boosting sales, or increasing profits. It is done via investigat-
ing the ROI associated with the modernization [7].

After the modernization has been made there are some things that can prove di�cult for
a company and these must be taken into consideration. Things like, increased technical
complexity [7] and the chain reaction that can happen in the application space when
one application is being re-engineered. Organizations need to be conscious of the amount of
application modification they implement. This is especially important for packaged appli-
cations. Upgrading packaged applications in the future could mean redoing customization
e↵orts that were made for the initial application and can result in increased application
management costs [7].

When applications have a very unique business processes the application itself can
become very customized.
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Modernization e↵orts can be made more complex and costly when packaged
applications are highly customized to match very unique business processes.
When extensive customizations are made to packaged applications, organizations
can run into complications with upgrading these applications [7].

In this case the company could instead leverage core application functionality and sim-
plify their unique business processes through business process re-engineering. On the op-
posite, i.e. not highly customized, companies can reduce the technical complexity by stan-
dardize code frameworks and development processes [7] (more on this in section 2.1.3).

A more general problem regarding modernization is the chain reaction that can happen
when one application is being re-engineered. Usually this means that the whole application
landscape, or application portfolio, must also be modernized. Since knowing what the cost
of maintaining obsolete applications are and also the cost of modernizing them is usually
unknown this can become a hassle. So the goal when planning an application modernization
is to not only think of the application itself but rather the application landscape as a whole
[25, 19, 7].

2.1.2 What approach to use

What approach to use is completely based on the type of modernization but also the under-
lying ROI (Return on investment). How businesses go about modernization largely depends
on their specific context [29].

The previous chapter introduces two modernization techniques, namely white boxing
and black boxing:

– White-box modernization requires an initial reverse engineering process to gain
an understanding of the internal system operation. Components of the system and
their relationships are identified, and a representation of the system at a higher level
of abstraction is produced [26]. This means reading old code that can date up to the
early days of programming which can be a di�cult task. Software restructuring can
be defined as the transformation from one representation form to another at the same
relative abstraction level, while preserving the subject system’s external behaviour [3].
This technique also goes by the name Software reengineering [15] and is described as:

Examination and alteration of a subject system to reconstitute it in a new
form and the subsequent implementation of the new form. [3]

– Black-box modernization involves examining the inputs and outputs of a legacy
system within an operating context to gain an understanding of the system interfaces.
This can make the modernization much easier than white-boxing but this solution
is not always practical and often requires an understanding of the software modules’
internals using white-box techniques. This technique does often involve wrapping1

[26].

To decide which of these one should use depends on the required level of system under-
standing [15]. A common black boxing method is ”wrapping”. The wrapping of a legacy
system can be described as:

Surrounding the legacy system with a software layer that hides the unwanted
complexity of the old system and exports a modern interface. [15]

1Wrapping consists of surrounding the legacy system with a software layer that hides the unwanted
complexity of the old system and exports a modern interface
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So when the system have a complex systems architecture and business process for example
the best way can be to black box modernize that legacy system to save time and apply
wrapping. Wrapping is not however always used in black boxing.

After some research I found that most agree on the fact that there are two broader ways
to modernize, namely white- and black boxing. But some di↵er in their definitions on the
ways one can modernize when they go into the specifics [29, 15, 22]. I chose to follow Anna
Malinovas definitions [15], which is somewhat broader than other definitions.

– Automated migration. The automated way of modernize is usually migration of
languages, databases and platforms using software tools like automated parsers and
converters.

Automated migration suggests that the transformation process is ”algorith-
mic” in nature and does not require injection of human intelligence into the
transformation process. [15]

– Re-hosting. Running the legacy applications on a di↵erent platform, keeping the
business logic and data of legacy applications intact. Often used with other mod-
ernization techniques, like automated migration [15]. This technique is often applied
when the modernization includes a cloud integration [1], see section 2.1.8.

– Reengineering/Re-architecturing. According to Anna Maliova the most e�-
cient way to modernize and transform legacy applications is reengineering and re-
architecturing [15]. It is practised by gathering requirements from existing legacy
applications and redeveloping them on newer platforms using new technologies. The
downside of this is the cost [22]. This technique is also often applied when the mod-
ernization includes a cloud integration [1], see section 2.1.8.

– Package implementation. Replacing the applications functionality with Commer-
cial o↵-the-shelf2 packages [15].

– SOA Integration. Practised by exposing business logic and data embedded in legacy
programs as well-defined, reusable services. Meaning that it can be achieved through
reengineering activities, as well as trough wrapping techniques, depending on whether
the legacy code will be changed or not [15, 22].

Web services-based SOA addresses many of the legacy modernization issues,
providing interoperability, application integration, re-usability, and flexibil-
ity, which are motivated mainly by the loosely coupled nature of the web
services. [15]

With this information in mind I have chosen to use white box modernization using the
Reengineering/Re-architecturing technique when modernizing Mina Arvoden. It will also
include some packaged commercial o↵-the-shelf packages. Both the legacy system and new
modernized system I am to implement uses object oriented programming languages. What
is the di↵erence when modernizing an applications that is not object-oriented? According
to a article published by Ca Mainframe Solutions in 2010 [18], within the area of platform
migration, the papers states: ”In most cases, these distributed platforms, such as J2EE
and .NET, o↵er a lower cost alternative, as well as a more flexible infrastructure”. When
continuously migrating an evolution strategy that enables applications to co-exist in multiple
environments is often needed [18].

2Commercial-o↵-the-shelf (COTS) software and services are built and delivered usually from a third
party vendor. COTS can be purchased, leased or even licensed to the general public.
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2.1.3 Reducing technical complexity

When modernizing more often than not the complexity of the application rises, from new
features that is more or less obligatory in today’s applications that was not needed just a few
years ago. An example of this is responsivity within applications and another is exponential
increase in data. To combat rising technical complexity, organizations need a combination of
control procedures, governance, and standardization to ensure that application environments
can continue to be managed easily and cost e↵ectively through application modernization
e↵orts [7]. The article referenced in section 2.1.1 proposes two processes that organizations
can do to reduce the technical complexity [7]:

– Leverage core functionality of packaged applications. Modernization e↵orts
can become more complex and costly when packaged applications are highly cus-
tomized to match very unique business processes. Organizations can run into compli-
cations with upgrading applications and retrofitting those customizations when new
versions of the applications are released. Instead of doing these customizations to
packaged applications (to match highly unique business processes) organizations can
instead leverage core application functionality and simplify their unique business pro-
cesses through business process re-engineering.

– Standardize code frameworks and development processes. Through a stan-
dardized framework, IT organizations can structure code in a referenceable, modular
fashion. While unstructured coding (i.e., hard coding) may enable developers freedom
in how they develop as well as enable speed of delivery for initial development, lack
of standardized code frameworks often has trade-o↵s of higher costs for servicing code
in the future as well as increased technical complexity.

Organizations also need to think about their long-term application strategy across the
entire application portfolio. Support the business now as well as in the future, how
the portfolio needs to evolve over time to enable business speed and agility, and most
importantly, how the overall application portfolio operational costs can be minimized.
More specifically:

• Review broader business objectives as part of the application modern-
ization.

• Regularly assess the current state of the application portfolio.

• Evaluate the time value of application modernization.

Because business transformations involve high risk/reward scenarios, many organizations
are reluctant to pursue them, and those that do often require significant financial justifica-
tions. However, some business cases and ROI calculations related to solution modernization
are problematic because they rest on a bed of assumptions, including the degree to
which future costs and benefits, as well as potential risks, of business transformation are
understood and included [7]. These assumptions can be wrong and could have devastating
e↵ects on the modernization. The measurement on the financial gain when modernizing the
quality of an organization’s output or the ability of an IT department to deliver services in
support of an organization’s overall mission is tricky to measure but is an important element
none the less. Tackling solution modernization in combination with business transformation
involves a higher risk reward scenario, and this is why so many end-user organizations seek
outside help from service providers and industry experts [7]. There are today a handful of
these organization, for example Oracle Solution Modernization Service, and also standards
that aims on modernizing methods and classes between languages.
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2.1.4 Current state between Java and .NET

What is similar and what di↵er between the two Object-Oriented languages Java and .NET?
The following section will go through some of these features briefly and the following item-
ization lists some of the major features that both languages currently supports [16].

– All objects are references. All inheritance are created on the heap with the new
operator. delete is however not allowed due to the fact that both languages has
their own garbage collector.

– Garbage collection. The removal of objects that is no longer used makes things much
easier. Developers do not have to worry about making sure that they have deleted
every object after there are done using it. It contributes to many advantages such
as no memory leakage, encourage developers to write more object-oriented
code and makes data sharing easier [16] among many.

– Both C# and Java are type-safe languages. On Microsoft web page MSDN [16]
they use the definition

A language is type-safe if the only operations that can be performed on data
in the language are those sanctioned by the type of the data.

. The article continues:

An illegal cast will be caught at compile time if it can be shown that the cast
is illegal; or an exception3 will be thrown at runtime if the object cannot
be cast to the new type. Type safety is therefore important because it not
only forces a developer to write more correct code, but also helps a system
become more secure from unscrupulous individuals.

– Both C# and Java are ”pure” object-oriented languages. This is a broad
definition and this thesis will not explain the whole definition. But what this means is
that any class in either language implicitly (or explicitly) subclasses an object. That
allows the creation of very generic containers. In C++ for example this is created via
void pointers, which is problematic for many reasons, including type safety [16].

– Single inheritance. Any class is allowed to implement as many interfaces as it wants
in both languages.

– Built-in thread and synchronization support. Both C# and Java have built-in
support for this functionality in their language specifications. This is important be-
cause it allows a developer to create multi-threaded applications that are immediately
portable [16].

– Formal exception handling. Supplies a developer with program flow control during
exceptional runtime conditions. This is supplied with the ability to throw an exception
from a function if anything ”bad” occurs during execution.

– Built-in unicode support. Both C# and Java use only Unicode, which greatly
simplifies internationalization issues by encoding all characters with 16 bits instead of
eight [16].

3Exception handling is the process of responding to the occurrence, during computation, of exceptions -
anomalous or exceptional conditions requiring special processing - often changing the normal flow of program
execution.
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These two languages is alike in many ways and that is good when transforming a legacy
system from one of these languages to the other. However, there are some features in which
the two languages di↵ers. The following itemization is listing those features, not all the
features but the most important.

– Formal exception handling. Even though the previous itemization stated that
the formal exception handling is the same in both languages it do di↵er in some
ways. Java expects exception acceptance except RuntimeExceptions by expect-
ing exception inspection using explicit expert exception handling. So Java clearly
di↵erentiate between Exceptions and RuntimeExceptions [16]. Any method
that may throw an exception must include all possible Exception types by name
in the method’s throws list. C# disallows the use of a throws list. From a client’s
perspective, C# treats all Exceptions like Java’s RuntimeExceptions.

– Java will run on ”any” operating system. According to the article referenced
before [16] Java is currently supporting more operating systems than C#, which gives
them an advantage. This was one of the goals of Java when first developed.

– C# and Java language interoperability. In C#, any language targeted to the
CLR4 in Visual Studio .NET can use, subclass, and call functions only on managed
CLR classes built in other languages [16].

– C# is a more complex language than Java. In C# the developer can be on the
safe side but also create unsafe code. This di↵er from Java where the developer is
much more forced to only use safe code.

Furthermore .NET developers is tied to Microsoft Visual Studio while Java developers
has more options when choosing IDE.

In the report Veracode’s State of Software Security from June 2015 [31] they looked at
the security quality on initial risk assessment, that is, when the application was first assessed
by Veracode. Java had an average pass rate of 24% while .NET had a slight higher pass rate
of 27%. These numbers were close to each other, especially compared to other frameworks
from that study. Further more, financial services has a much higher proportional use of Java
(48 percent) and .NET (42 percent). Figure 2.1 displays the results from this report.

4The Common Language Runtime (CLR) is the virtual machine component of Microsoft’s .NET frame-
work. Compilers and tools expose the common language runtime’s functionality and enable you to write
code that benefits from this managed execution environment.
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Figure 2.1: Programming Language Breakout by Industry Vertical

In a recent article, made by a strategic developer Andrew C. Oliver in August 2013 on
Infoworld, the writer argues that Java currently is behind almost all the features that .NET
currently supports [20].

By the time Java 8 comes out, it’ll be another two to five years behind .NET

Did Java fall behind? If so, why? The early days of Java were fast paced with many
changes each year in some years ahead whereas Microsoft decided to change database API
almost weekly. Until Java 1.3, the first release with a garbage collector that had the server
side in mind, every version was released within a year. Java 1.4, which brought us NIO and
regexp, dropped in less than two years later. When Java 1.5 came one year had passed. 1.6
and 1.7 releases, both with major and needed changes and features, came within five years.
So the first releases were holding a wait in under a year and as time passed the later releases
could be within two to five years apart (see table 2.1). One can argue that the releases
were late due to the fact that the features were not needed at the time and the releases was
su�cient much longer. But since .NET was continuously adding features and making major
changes the argument does not hold true [5].
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Table 2.1: Release dates and features of Java and .NET [33, 21]

Java Feature
.Net or C#
feature

Java version /
release date

.net or C#
version /
release date

Java.util.concurrentFuture /
ForkJoinPool /
Java.util.stream

Task Parallel Library

Java 5 / Sep. 30,
2004.
Java 7 / Juli 28,
2011
Java 8 / Mars 18,
2014

.NET 4.0 /
April 12,
2010

Lambda expressions Lambda expressions
Java 8 / Mars 18,
2014

.NET 3.5 /
Nov. 19,
2007

Strings in switch
statements

C# switch
Java 7 / Juli 28,
2011

.NET 1.1 /
April 24,
2005

Generics Generics
Java 5 / Sep. 30,
2004.

.NET 2.0 /
Nov. 7,
2005

NIO Asynchronous I/O
Java 1.4 / feb. 6,
2002

.NET 2.0 /
Nov. 7,
2005

Jigsaw
Assemblies and
application
domains

Java 9 / ?

.NET 1.1 /
April 3,
2003/
(subsequent
incremental
improvements)

I cannot from this section draw the conclusion that one is better than the other. It is
simply a subjective question and depends on foremost the developer but also the situation.

2.1.5 Tools aimed towards conversion

It requires a lot of man hours and experience to accomplish modernization, but there are
some tools available nowadays that can help you to convert Java to C# source code without
taking too much time [4]. These tools help web developers perform their task easily and
e↵ectively. The following lists some good tools to convert Java to C# source code;

– Sharpen. Sharpen is a plugin of Eclipse that helps to convert Java to C# with some
special syntax. It can:

1. Ignore classes.

2. Ignore documentation.

3. Merge classes with other classes.

4. Translate specific methods to .net properties.

5. Translate specific methods to .net events.
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– Java to C# converter. Another tool for Java to C# conversion. The converter has
some key benefits such as;

1. Accurate and comprehensive.

2. Converts entire Java folders from Java to C#.

3. Fast - thousands of lines converted from Java to C# per minute.

4. Extremely responsive and personalized customer support.

5. Produces helpful notes, warnings, and ”to do” comments.

– Java language conversion assistant 3. This is Microsoft’s own language conversion
assistant. It can be downloaded from Microsoft’s homepage.

– And many more. Among all of these applications, whom is mostly on-line, is
OCTOPUS, XES and VARYCODE

Not all of these are Java to .Net platform specific but most are.

2.1.6 Re-usability

Building reusable software components is the latest trend in the field of software construction
[9]. It applies not only to programming but it is used in most of every day components like
reusable electronic components on circuit boards to the components in your car. By far
the biggest advantage of building reusable software components is that it reduces the time
and energy in developing any software. At its best code reuse is accomplished through the
sharing of common classes and/or collections of functions, frameworks and procedures. At
its worst code reuse is accomplished by copying and then modifying existing code causing a
maintenance nightmare [9].

Code re-usage has been practised from the early days of programming so it is not a
new phenomenon. Programmers have always reused sections of code, templates, functions,
and procedures. The key idea in reuse is that parts of a computer program written at one
time can be or should be used in the construction of other programs written at a later
time. Today most code is made with the aim for re-usability in the form of best practices,
which means following a certain set of rules that has been created over time when creating
an application. Even maintenance is a kind of software reuse, a special case if you will.
A study by Wilma Osborne of the National Bureau of Standards suggests that 60 to 85
percent of the total cost of software is due to maintenance [24]. This means that the cost of
maintenance is more expensive than actually developing the program and one way of reuse
a program is to enhance it.

One of the reasons that object-oriented programming became more popular in the 90’s
was that software reuse were becoming more important. Why is that? Certain types of
languages are better suited for code re-usability, the object-oriented languages in particular.
They have more design techniques that makes them more reusable [24].

There are four di↵erent levels of reuse [9]:

1. Code level components (modules, procedures, subroutines, libraries, etc.)

2. Entire applications

3. Analysis level products

4. Design level products
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The most common reuse is at code level. Examples on code level component reuse
are standard libraries and popular language extensions [9]. Reusing entire applications with
little or no modification will often give a high reuse when compared to code level component
reuse.

But several technical issues is currently preventing reusable software from being a reality.
One is the technique of designing code level reusable components, in this approach the
technical issue is the lack of formal specifications for components.

A programmer cannot be expected to reuse an existing component e�ciently
when its functionality is not crystal-clear. A component should only be reused
if its behaviour is completely and unambiguously specified in a document that
could be understood by those who reuse the component(s) [9].

So it depends on the how reusable the component is. The article Designing code
level reusable software components [9] divide potential software reuse into nine di↵erent
levels.

– Level 1 Limited re-usability; the software is not recommended for reuse.

– Level 2 Initial re-usability; software reuse is not practical.

– Level 3 Basic re-usability; the software might be reusable by skilled users at substan-
tial e↵ort, cost and risk.

– Level 4 Reuse is possible; the software might be reused by most users with some
e↵ort, cost, and risk.

– Level 5 Reuse is practical; the software could be reused by most users with reasonable
cost and risk

– Level 6 Software is reusable; the software can be reused by most users, although there
may be some cost and risk.

– Level 7 Software is highly reusable; the software can be reused by most users with
minimum cost and risk.

– Level 8 Demonstrated local re-usability; the software has been reused by multiple
users.

– Level 9 Proven extensive re-usability; the software is being reused by many classes of
users over a wide range of systems.

Each of these levels provide guidances about what one can expect at each reuse level.

2.1.7 How to build code level reusable components

Clear documentation is needed when distributing a code level software component. That
will provide the information about how to reuse it along with example applications and
installation guide(s). It is also critical that the component(s) is licensed and details are
made available to the end user.

The following components can be reusable at code level [9]:
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– Class library: Class libraries are the object-oriented version of function libraries.
Re-usability is easily achieved in class libraries from concepts like inheritance, poly-
morphism and dynamic binding. Many class libraries has generic structures like trees,
lists and queues. Class libraries does however consist of families of related components
and thus members of the families have incompatible interfaces. This makes these li-
braries hard to use and makes interchangeable components. Problems also occur due
to the fact that most class libraries are not scalable.

– Function libraries: This is the most commonly used form of reusable components.
Many programming languages has standard libraries for things like input/output and
mathematical functions.

– Design patterns: A design pattern is a reusable solution to a common occurring
problem within a context. This can speed up development by providing tested and
proven development paradigms. These can be grouped by their functionality and be-
haviour. There are creational patterns, structural patterns, and behavioural patterns.
These three were the only groups for a long time but another classification, architec-
tural design pattern, has been introduced that may be applied at the architectural
level of the software. Like the model-view-controller pattern, or MVC for short. To
make these patterns reusable one have to avoid dependence on classes when creat-
ing objects, on particular operations, representation or implementation, on particular
algorithms, and on inheritance as the extension mechanism. MVC enforces the sep-
aration between the input, processing, and output of an application. To this end,
an application is divided into three core components: The model, the view, and the
controller. Each of these components handles a di↵erent set of tasks.

– Framework classes: Rather than individual classes, we have to focus on sets of
classes that collaborate to carry out a common set of responsibilities. Re-users of
framework classes inherit the overall design of an application made by experienced
software engineers and can concentrate on the application’s functionality. The major
advantage of framework classes over class libraries is that frameworks are concerned
with conventions of communication between the components. Framework is set of
reusable software program that forms the basis for an application. Building reusable
frameworks help the developers to build the application quickly. These are useful when
reusing more than just code level component.

2.1.8 Cloud modernization

In some scenarios organizations can enhance their business by moving the legacy system to
the cloud. Another scenario could be to modernize the applications ready for cloud deploy-
ment. But what is cloud computing and why would this be an interesting modernization
option for developers and companies?

Cloud computing is something that has been available for a long time but has just
recently gotten a large number of users, the reason is that it has become a↵ordable and more
secure. Cloud computing is a model to enable on demand network access to configurable
computing resources. These resources could be networks, storage, applications or services
that require minimal management e↵ort or service provider interaction. There are at least
three cloud service models, each with di↵erent operating areas and responsibilities [23].

– Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is the most basic of the cloud service models.
Users are provided with processing, storage, networks and more, where they can deploy
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and run arbitrary software. Software could be hosted on a physical or a virtual ma-
chine (VM) and users have control over operating systems, storage and their deployed
applications. This does it the most di�cult model for the providers to implement
secure environments though.

– Platform as a Service (PaaS) is a less configurable service. Users can deploy their
applications developed in specific programming languages, libraries, services or tools
that the provider supports.

– Software as a Service (SaaS) is used for applications that are accessible through
thin clients via the web browser or other interfaces. Users have even less control over
the hosting environment in this service.

An important challenge in today’s software development domain is the migration of
monolithic5 legacy applications to be provided as a Software as a Service (SaaS) in the
Service cloud, potentially with execution support through a Platform as a Service (PaaS)
cloud computing platform [32]. Cloud models can o↵er quick, dependable and economic
options for various modernization needs [1].

When enterprises want to move their legacy applications to the cloud they face numer-
ous challenges. Most old legacy applications designed for mainframes are not naturally
suited for cloud environments. This also involves concerns about security, compliance and
compatibility issues. These challenges can be overcome by using several application mod-
ernization methods before starting the migration to the cloud, specifically re-hosting and
re-architecting [1].

Re-hosting involves moving the legacy system or application to a more suitable cloud
platform. Application re-hosting can give an enterprise more flexibility and functionality
while preserving the best aspects of legacy systems. Re-architecting involves re-developing
legacy applications onto modern platforms like Java and .NET, while retaining key business
functionality. Re-architected solutions are candidates for IaaS and PaaS deployment and
can benefit from lower deployment costs, enhanced flexibility and easier integration with
other cloud-based services or applications [1].

Methodology Overview

From a conference in Orlando 2009 [32] a generic methodology which shows how to migrate
legacy applications to the service cloud computing platform was presented. This helps
developers migrating a legacy system to a SaaS cloud computing platform. It is a seven-
step methodology that will guide developers through the migration details step by step
and improve the development and delivery of higher quality scientific software with higher
productivity and e↵ectiveness. See [32] for a more in-depth description. The following is a
light description from that paper.

There are seven di↵erent stages that the legacy transformation goes through. The rela-
tionship between these stages is visualized in figure 2.2.

5Computer system architecture where processing, data and the user interface all reside on the same
system
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Figure 2.2: Methodology overview

1. Architectural representation of the legacy application: Based on the source code and
documentation an analysis of the legacy system is made and then a reconstruction of
an architectural model of the legacy application.

2. Redesign the architecture model: Redesign the original architecture model and in par-
ticular identify services that can be provided in a SaaS architecture, specified in a
SoaML6 model

3. MDA transformation: With MDA7 transformation technology we can easily transform
the architecture model like SoaML, SysML8, UML9 to target code like WSDL10, JEE
Annotation;

4. Web service generation: We can generate the target Web service based on the WSDL
or JEE Annotation.

5. Web service-based invocation of legacy functionalities: The service-base application
invokes the functionalities from identified function and service points in the legacy
application;

6. Selection of suitable Cloud Computing Platform: According to the specific require-
ments of target system, the most suitable cloud computing platform will be chosen to
support the execution of the Web services

7. Web service deployment in the service cloud: End users can consume the legacy func-
tionalities through the Web services that run on the cloud.

6SoaML (Service-oriented architecture Modeling Language) is an open source specification project from
the Object Management Group

7Model-driven architecture (MDA) is a software design approach for the development of software systems.
8The Systems Modeling Language (SysML) is a general-purpose modeling language for systems engineer-

ing applications.
9The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a general-purpose modeling language in the field of software

engineering, which is designed to provide a standard way to visualize the design of a system.
10The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is an XML-based interface definition language that is

used for describing the functionality o↵ered by a web service.
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If done correctly, the result is a new web service application that looks, behaves and
maintains workflows just like the old legacy system, but will be provided as a SaaS in the
cloud.

2.1.9 Security in legacy systems

Maria Korolov is in her CSO article [11] stating three major factors that is contributing to
the lack of security in systems and why they have not gotten a security upgrade. Namely un-
patched software, hard-coded passwords and shortage of finance towards repairs.
From the article:

Sometimes a company can feel that patching a software can be too expensive.
Some software is too business-critical to mess with, and if a patch has the po-
tential to break things, it might get postponed until it’s tested first. And that
testing often never happens. With each missed patch or missed software upgrade
cycle, it becomes that much harder and more expensive to roll out the next one,
until the system is so deep in technical debt that there’s no way to dig it out
without starting over from scratch. [11]

According to a Secunia report [27], 3.9 percent of all software on the average PC in the
U.S. is no longer patched by the vendor. The end user can just run auto update. But the
corporation has policies and testing in place to delay the patching. Some software just can’t
get patched due to companies no longer maintaining the systems. Good example of this is
Windows XP that Microsoft no longer supports since April last year [11]. If a company still
have Windows XP they should of course switch as soon as possible but some companies just
don’t have the finance to do this. If the organization is lacking in hardware and is consisting
of 500 desktop computers the switch to a newer operating system is hard.

There are still a lot of bad passwords in legacy systems today, password and user names
like ”password” and ”admin”. This is today unthinkable but a few years back it was more or
less normal to have. Organizations can have hard-coded passwords and usernames without
knowing , or knowing the problem but not the solution. From [11]:

U.S. Computer Emergency Readiness Team, part of the Department of Home-
land Security, issued an alert two summers ago warning companies to change
passwords. Passwords can be found in product documentation and compiled
lists available on the Internet. An attacker with knowledge of the password and
network access to a system can log in, usually with root or administrative priv-
ileges. Some passwords are ”default” and supplied by the vendor, while others
are hard-coded into the software or in configuration files. The first step of tack-
ling the problem is to identify its scope. Some organization can help companies
find instances of hard-coded passwords in their legacy software.

Lastly, the finance can stop the level of security in legacy systems.

Throwing money at old systems, systems that seem to be working just fine, is a
hard sell. This makes old system upgrades postponed and with every postpone-
ment the price tag of the update gets higher. Putting a ”value” on the security
risk is usually what actually make customers or companies invest in an upgrade.
A legacy system is not just vulnerable to external threats, many threats are not
coming directly from the outside, but from other compromised systems that are
also behind the company firewall. [11]
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So in conclusion the price of security in legacy systems and the modernization with the
security in mind is steep and these three problems mentioned above tends to leave the legacy
system untouched. Calculating a value within this area is hard, how can you put a value
on a more secure application when the legacy system was never intruded making it (in a
sense) 100% secure? How can you plan if a legacy system is secure or not without analyse
it in-depth?

2.2 Interview with Ume̊a Kommun

This interview was conducted on the 15th of June 2015 at Ume̊a Kommun11 [19]. The
participant is an IT-developer who is responsible for many applications and the maintenance
of even more applications. The questions asked were aimed on the knowledge of the obsolete
applications in need of a modernization, their maintenance cost, modernization cost, code
re-use, design principles and the competence around it. Ume̊a Kommun did after the early
2000 decide to change their preferred software framework from Java to .NET. However not
all of these applications has been re-implemented to .NET, which is a long-term goal

What the interview showed was that modernization of systems was more of a question
of interest from the customer using the systems rather than the company, in other words it
is a question of money. Ume̊a kommun has a semi-defined long-term plan to redo all their
obsolete systems by either redo them or removing the ones not used. But it is in the hands
of the customer who at the initial stage ordered the applications. The company would like
to practise code re-use but here, again, the question is who will find the time to do this? It
means that Ume̊a kommun does not practise code re-use when writing applications unless
the customer agrees that it is a good and valuable action to take, which in most cases
does not happen. One question was regarding the knowledge of the amount of obsolete
applications and their state, can Ume̊a Kommun estimate the amount of outdated and
obsolete systems? Both yes and no, they have a time-plan of re-doing some applications
but not all (some will be sunsetted12). These plans are also not in action unless something
regarding them comes to the table. They do however want to see a long-term plan for all
these obsolete applications but then research has to be done and customers has to be on
board. However, on application level of re-use Ume̊a Kommun have a design principle in
the form of exempelApplikation which is documented and reusable. The design of their
applications is usually not decided by the customer and therefore Ume̊a Kommun picked a
design principle with design patterns which is reusable at a high level (see section 2.1.4).

When asked what common problems occurring when modernizing applications the par-
ticipant could not think of any specific. Also adding the fact that problems occurring gets
solved in the fastest way rather than trying to capture the implementation of the old appli-
cation in the exact same way. It is again a question about time and money. They do however
expect the overall functionality to function in the same way even though the implementation
is di↵erent.

When it comes to the competence on both sides of Java and .NET (old preferred frame-
work versus the new) the participant continues; there are a lot of competence in both
software frameworks but a lot of these old applications has been made by people not longer
working here or made a long time ago. Sitting down to analyse and grasp these applications
thoroughly just doesn’t happen due to time constraints unless the customer want something

11The city council of Ume̊a, Sweden
12Application retirement, also called application decommissioning and application sunsetting, is the prac-

tice of shutting down redundant or obsolete business applications while retaining access to the historical
data.
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changed, updated or explained. The old applications do not have a management plan with a
developer responsible for them like the newer applications have. So even though competence
exists the time to analyse and understand the structure is not present.

So in conclusion, Ume̊a Kommun have a plan and the competence to create reusable code
and modernizing their out-dated applications but the big issue is time, time that someone
has to pay for. Since the cost of modernizing, and maybe especially creating reusable code
at a higher level, is higher than the cost of just maintaining the old applications it is then
hard to ”convince” customers to pay for that. With no in-depth analysis of the cost of
modernizing and re-usability vs. maintenance it is hard to see (and sell to customers) the
value of modernizing applications and write reusable code at a higher level.

2.3 Feasibility conclusion

Application modernization is not a one-time exercise. It is an ongoing practice that requires
companies to rethink their approach to application life cycle and incorporate retirement
and data archiving into their operations. If implemented correctly, with long-term goals in
mind, application modernization can bring significant benefits. The big issue seem to be
the finance.

When you modernize the application with reusable components, with the certainty that
it is applicable, the cost can be even further reduced. The reusable components enable
organizations to build a core end-user interface as a common standard and then scale and
create multiple, tailored user interfaces based on roles and language requirements. However,
as the interview showed, this is more costly and companies seem to have trouble even getting
their legacy systems modernized.

Say that the legacy system is not getting a cloud deployment as of yet but the business
process is highly valued. In this scenario organizations should think about including a
cloud integration in the modernization and analyse what a cloud deployment may bring in
the future. One reason could be that it will become cheaper in the future to deploy the
application on the cloud. If the application do not have a cloud integration in this scenario
a much bigger e↵ort has to be made than if the application had a cloud integration. Then
a simple update could su�ce.

Security will always get more complex over time due to greater threats. Application
security must be up-to-date and this holds true for legacy systems as well. Updating security
on these old systems can prove di�cult. Updating and modernize the security holds great
value if it prevents a intrusion from the outside.

2.3.1 Problems with modernized applications

Modernizing packaged applications, whether for front-end user interfaces, infrastructure, or
back-end application functionality, can introduce technical challenges and heighten complex-
ities for organizations, i.e. increased technical complexity. In the case of modernizing
user interface, adding new front-end web technologies like bootstrap, Ajax and JavaScript can
expand the complexity of an organizations technology portfolio and requires IT managers to
have resources skilled in a wider array of technical areas. Similarly, creating custom back-
end functionality for packaged applications might meet business needs in the short term,
but it will likely complicate application upgrade path decisions in the future. So, when a
modernization happens a organization must plan it well and include a maintenance plan, a
plan that ensures the company that their employees can handle the maintenance and the
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extra complexity. The increased complexity should not scare companies away from mod-
ernization though, a lot of the times the increased complexity in the application is easier to
manage compared to the functionality in the legacy system that most developers does not
use any more.

Another problem is chain reaction that can happen when one application is being re-
engineered. What will happen to system two and system three when a modernization is
made on system one when they are tightly coupled with each other? The goal when planning
an application modernization is to not only think of the application itself but rather the
application landscape as a whole.

2.3.2 Reusable code and components

Software reuse can save time, money and increase the reliability. However, an attempt to
reuse software not easily reused can have devastating e↵ects and therefore time on designing
reusable software components can be of great importance. Either you do it properly or you
do not create reusable code at all, there is no in between. At its best code reuse is accom-
plished through the sharing of common classes and/or collections of functions, frameworks
and procedures. At its worst code reuse is accomplished by copying and then modifying
existing code. Using frameworks, the developers can devote more time in developing the
software requirement, not in preparing the environment and tools of application develop-
ment.



Chapter 3

Implementation description

To further grasp the concept of legacy modernization a practical study was made. This
section of the thesis describes the application transformation of Mina Arvoden using
white-boxing modernization technique combined with a Reengineering/Re-architecturing
technique. It will go through the system in a general sense, the implementation of the old
Java application and the new made in .NET. The finished implemented .NET application will
not have some specific functionality found in the JAVA application like user authorization
via a web service call but new functionality, like responsivity for phones and tablets, will be
added.

3.1 System description of Mina Arvoden

Mina Arvoden is an application that is used by Ume̊a Kommun where Swedish politicians can
see their remuneration for City Council meetings, their lost income due to these meetings,
travel expenses and other possible income they might have earned. When finished, Mina
Arvoden will be an internet application that will be launched on Ume̊a Kommuns Intranet
when delivered.

3.1.1 Requirements

First, a user logs in to the application with his or her credentials and is then authorized via a
web service call. A user can have one of two roles, he or she can either be an administrative
user on the site or a ”normal user”. If a ”normal” user logs in to the site he/she will redirect
to a new page and shown all the months found in the database and display them in a drop-
down menu that will update the site on a change (of the drop-down menu of the months)
and display the result. The month is a six numbered date with year and month and is in the
application called a ”period”. This is basically all that the ”normal” user can do (except
for logging out). The administrative user can on top of changing the month also look at all
the social security numbers, which means that the administrative users can look through
all the users remunerations. The administrative user can use a function called ”Lägga upp
behörigheter” which is basically a hyper link the administrative user can use to administrate
the users and database. Ume̊a Kommun will on delivery add that link to the application.

The application will show the following for one post (each month can have a multiple
number of these posts):
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1. The meeting with either one or two time interval, the name and the date. Each of
these meetings can have four kinds of remunerations.

2. The remuneration, their lost income due to these meetings, travel expenses and other
possible income if any. The amount is displayed to the most right.

3. The ”A-pris” shall only be displayed when the user has lost income noted in the
database.

The figure 3.1 explains the di↵erent states the application can be in.

Figure 3.1: Application states

Some users can have additional information regarding lost income. A person cannot get
more remuneration due to lost income than a specific threshold. This threshold is decided
by an external calculation. So the politician can see this threshold in money and hours
and also the sum of money and hours he or she has put in and earned so far this year.
Not everyone get this table and that table should only be shown when data exists for that
specific month.

3.1.2 New requirements

The Java application and its associated files and functions is somewhere from ten to 15 years
old which means that some aspects is out-of-date and in need of an upgrade. This section will
not include functionality written in the ”exempelApplikation” document or section 3.3.1.

The application is not at all responsive, this means that no matter how small the users
screen is the site will have the same size. This becomes annoying for phone and tablet users.
This is a functionality that Ume̊a Kommun asked for and it means making tables that is
changing dimensions when the users screen reader gets smaller than the default size. The
menu on top will also have a responsive nature.
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The Java application is not displaying any results until the user has chosen a specific
month (and year). This is to be changed making the first result from the latest month
found in the database and display that result directly after login. This does not apply to
the administrative user who first need to select a personal security number.

Figure 3.2 shows that the Java application has a personal menu header. This was not
needed and Ume̊a Kommun has started to turn away from this type on headers in their
applications.

At this point I would like to address that the goal regarding functionality was to imple-
ment it the same way as in the Java application, if doable. So I can at a later stage test the
functionality against each other. Except the functionality that was in need of an update or
change.

The implementation shall be executable with the same functionality on the most popular
browsers.

3.1.3 Database

The database which the application is using is large with many tables and information. This
application is not using all of the tables but with relations and keys the whole database is
needed, at least the whole structure. The database used for developing and testing the
application was not the ”live” database but rather a ”state” with three months. No real
data are shown in this thesis from this state of the database.

Both applications use the same query calls, and the same tables. The following describes
the tables and its related query calls (except the fact that Java functions named each function
variable with ”search” instead of ”get”, due to new standards in Ume̊a Kommun):

– Mailer

• getMailerByPersonNummerAndPeriod

• getPerioderDecending

• getYearSumary

– FIATMAXFA

• getAllChosenYear

– FIATNAEMND

• getEqualsNaemnd

– FIATSALDO

• getLikePersonnummerAndDatum

– FIATUPPDRG

• getLikePersonIDAndDatum

Mailer is responsible for collecting the months from the database (also the empty ones
but at least one user must have data on that month for it to show up), collecting the
remuneration and lost income for a user from a month and also show the summation of the
whole year (based on the period chosen).

The other four tables are used to show a users possible lost income over a year if the
user is close enough to a specific threshold. FIATMAXFA and FIATSALDO collects the
amount of money and the hours that the user has earned and what the user maximum can
get this year.
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3.2 Java implementation

As stated before, this implementation is a little bit over ten years old and uses some classes
that are 15 years old. It runs on a Java-server on the Intranet of Ume̊a Kommun. It was not
possible to run this on this Intranet so to run this application a server was needed. There
are some viable options but Tomcat 6 was chosen for this. The application is built with
java-servlet1 and JSP2

3.2.1 Quick preview

Figure 3.2: The start page from the Legacy system Mina Arvoden

The legacy system greets its users with a start page (see figure 3.2). The application header
has the company logo, i.e. Ume̊a Kommuns logo and an artwork. Not much to do here but
to log in. The log out(”Logga ut”) option is there even though a log in has not happen yet.
When users log in they are greeted by the following page:

Figure 3.3: User logged in and look up remuneration of chosen month

1A Java servlet is a Java programming language program that extends the capabilities of a server.
Although servlets can respond to any types of requests, they most commonly implement applications hosted
on Web servers.

2JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a technology that helps software developers create dynamically generated
web pages based on HTML, XML, or other document types.
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Here the admin user can see the remunerations a specific person has gotten that month.
The view for the end user is the same except for the top row, i.e. the search option for
social security number and ”Lägga upp behörigheter”. If the user has lost income over a
year data in the database the application show the extra information on the bottom left.

3.2.2 Issues

First of all the page is set on a fixed size. As can be seen on figure 3.2, the start page has
an empty dead space between the menu and login window. The box in the admin view is
too small and numbers are getting cut o↵. When logging out, logging in again with other
credentials is not possible and the page keeps redirecting the user the login page again and
again. Restarting the application solved this problem. Some columns show zeroed amount
and others do not.

3.3 .NET implementation

This section describes the implementation of the application ”mina Arvoden”, which is
implemented according to the design principle of ”ExempelApplikation” made by Sogeti.
There is a document called ”ExemepelApplikation.docx” in appendix A and the reader
should grasp the general structure and ideas of this design. This is due to the fact that
Ume̊a Kommun has started to use this design on most of their applications.

3.3.1 Quick explanation of ExempelApplikation

A descriptive documentation of this implementation can be found in appendix A. It is
written in Swedish. The following is a quick explanation of the design in English.

The design pattern is made by Sogeti and is currently used by Ume̊a Kommun when
designing applications. Figure 3.1 describes the important components.

Table 3.1: ExempelApp components
Area Product
Platform Microsoft .NET framework 4.5.1
Database Microsoft SQL Server 2012
developer tool Visual Studio 2013
Software C#, MVC 5.1.1, Bootstrap 3.1.1, jQuery 2.1.1
Object-relational mapping tool Microsoft Entity Framework 6.1.1

The implementation consists of ten projects, or layers:

1. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.BusinessLogicLayer (Class library project)

2. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.GUI (ASP.NET Webapplikation MVC)

3. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataAccessLayer (Class library project)

4. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary (Class library project)

5. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ServiceTier (WCF Service application project)

6. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Test (Unit Test project)
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7. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ExtDataAccessLayer (Class library project)

8. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ExtServiceTier (Class library project)

9. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Utilities (Class library project)

10. Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ServiceWrapper (Class library project)

These layers have a logical structure that is split into three physical tiers; web-tier,
Business Logic-tier and Data-tier. There are also two layers that are shared along all the
tiers used to separate data or calculations if needed. Figure 3.4 explain the relationship
between these layers.

Figure 3.4: Code architecture, physical and logical separation

The Web-tier is responsible for the web application which is a model-view-controller
design and is responsible for the user view. Every service will be called through this tier.
Business logic tier is responsible for calculations, validations, summations and things of that
nature. It consists of:

– Service Tier

– Business Logic Layer

– Data Access Layer

– Ext Data Access Layer
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The service layer has only one assignment and that is to publish and protect callable
services in the form of a WFC service3. The brain of the application is the business logic
layer and is responsible calculations, controls and logic. What it will do depends on the
application itself. Data access layer is where the database connection and model resides. It
is built with relationship between the applications and services according to the Datacenter
abstraction layer using Microsoft Entity Framework4. If any extra repository need to be
implemented they should be put in the ext data access layer.

3.3.2 Back-end

The implementation was done in Visual Studio Ultimate 2013. Lets start at the lower layers,
or back-end as it is called.

DataObjectLibrary is considered to be ”at the bottom” of the project, here lies the ob-
jects that the application uses. Every table from the database with corresponding property
values resides in the dataModel.tt, converted to an object-oriented fashion. This layer is
also responsible for extending certain objects with properties with the help of new objects
that extends them. The objects are:

– Behorighet.cs. Class that is used to validate the role of the user who tries to login. It
is a list of di↵erent classification roles. This application only uses two roles though,
administrative and normal user.

– DataModel.tt. This is a group of all the tables in the database. This application only
uses five of all these tables.

– LoggedUser.cs. It has properties that specifies;

• The social security number of the person logged in.

• The user name of the user.

• The id of the user.

• A boolean that governs if the user is administrative or not.

• searchPersonNummer and searchPeriod: Keeping track on the month and social
security that the user has searched with.

– Saldon.cs. This class is used when collecting the values from four of the five tables
and creating a saldo object.

– Mailer.cs. This is a partial class that extends the database table Mailer.cs. It adds
a string property to exclude a table lookup toward another table. It converts three
summations from nullable decimals to doubles for easier usage further up in the layers.
It also have two DateTime objects.

The model and structure of the database is not of importance here. What is important
is the tables used. Mailer is the most used table and is responsible for displaying the
remuneration of every user. The other tables are (together) responsible for the way ”saldon”
is written. Each of these tables has a repository that connects to the tables and run the

3Framework for building service-oriented applications. Using WCF, you can send data as asynchronous
messages from one service endpoint to another.

4Datacenter abstraction layer (DAL) is an extensible framework that provides a set of management
infrastructure components and schemas that can emulate device-specific details
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querys required to get the correct data, these are places in the DataAccessLayer. The .NET
frameworks supplies an acronym for Language Integrated Query called LINQ and which is
descriptive for where it is used and what it does. The Language Integrated part means that
LINQ is part of the programming language syntax. In particular, both C# and VB are
languages that ship with .NET and have LINQ capabilities. The calls looks like this:

MailerRepository

getMailerByPersonNummerAndPeriod
context.Mailer.AsNoTracking().Where(f =>

f.PERSONNR.Equals(pnr) && f.PERIOD.Equals
(period)).OrderBy(f => f.DATUM);

getPerioderDecending
context.Mailer.Select(f => f.PERIOD.ToString())
.Distinct().OrderByDescending(f => f).T oList();

getYearSumary

context.Mailer.AsNoTracking()
wherep.PERSONNR == pnr &&

p.PERIOD >= beginingOfY ear &&
p.PERIOD <= beginingOfY ear + 100

group p by new {p.PERSONNR, p.PERIOD}
into s

select new yearSumary{
ARV BEL = s.Sum(f => (f.ARV BEL)),
F INBEL = s.Sum(f => (f.FINBEL)),
RESBEL = s.Sum(f => (f.RESBEL)),
OEV BEL = s.Sum(f => (f.OEV BEL))

}).T oList();

FIATMAXFARepository

getAllChosenYear
context.FIATMAXFA.Where(f =>

f.FOM < date && f.TOM > date).T oList();

FIATNAEMNDRepository

getEqualsNaemnd
context.FIATNAEMND.First(f =>

f.KODNAEMND.Equals(kodNaemnd));

FIATSALDORepository

getLikePersonnummerAndDatum

context.FIATMAXFA.Where(f =>
f.IDPERSON.Equals(idPerson) &&

f.MANDATFROM < date &&
f.MANDATTOM > date &&
f.OMFATTN ! = null &&

f.OMFATTN ! = 0).T oList();

FIATUPPDRGRepository

getLikePersonIDAndDatum
context.FIATMAXFA.Where(f =>

f.FOM < date && f.TOM > date).T oList();

These repositories return lists of objects in almost all cases.
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The BusinessLogicLayer is where the logics of the application resides. It means that
certain calculations that need to be made or groupings of sorts will be done here before
sending it up towards the upper layers. In the case of this implementation the buinessLog-
icLayer is used to group all the tables FIATMAXFA, FIATNAEMND, FIATSALDO and
FIATUPPDRG to one method called populateSaldon. It is also used to summarize the year
and month of a user with the help and a helper-class.

The ExtDataAccessLayer includes one class and method which handles the authorization
of a user via a web service call. This class is called BehorighetsKontrollRepository.

ServiceTier, which is a internet Information Service or IIS for short5. The ServiceWrap-
per classes is used to securely pass data from the logic layer up to the graphical interface.
Here there is only one function on both sides of the firewall. On one side, the serviceTier, the
calls is pushed together into one class and divided into objects again in the serviceWrapper.

To check the role of a user (if administrative user or not) a database named ”usernames”
are used and a class called ”Behorighetskontroll.cs”, which is the only existing object in
ExtDataAccessLayer (except for its interface).

Figure 3.5: Login page

3.3.3 Front-end

The graphical interface is a MVC-implementation, which means that is has a model, a view
and a controller. It has a wrapper client that can call the database through all the layers via
nested calls. It is created so that as many calculations as possible are put in the controller.

5Internet Information Services (IIS, formerly Internet Information Server) is an extensible web server
created by Microsoft for use with Windows NT family
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Big, or rather complex, calculations should be placed in the BusinessLogicLayer. When
accessing the site the users are greeted with the following page(see figure 3.5). The name
and the password are matched towards the ”usernames” database.

When logged in the class ”Behorighetskontroll” is used to check the role of the user.
Since this is a feature that will be replaced by Ume̊a Kommun it simply takes the name and
lookup the role which are then saved among other credentials and variables in a LoggedUser
session object.

When a normal user gets logged in this is the page he or she will see (figure 3.6):

Figure 3.6: Testssons information on the sixth of Juli 2006

The user can see the months which hold data in a drop-down menu like the Java appli-
cation with the di↵erence that the first month data will be shown after login. The tables are
dynamic and responsive. The button ”logga ut” is also present now when the user is logged
in. If the screen reader is small, i.e. phone or tablet, this button will get put in a compact
drop-down menu. In this view the user can see his or her remunerations and other payouts
for the specific month, overall summation of that month and the summation from the start
of the year. This user also have information regarding the maximum numbers of hours and
money he or she can get this year compared to the amount the user has currently earned.
The administrative user sees this window a little di↵erent (see figure 3.7) even though the
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information and tables looks the same.

Figure 3.7: The admin page

The administrative user can lookup specific social security numbers and their payment
information. He or she also have the authority to create new rules in the system. This is
basically a button the Ume̊a Kommun will change to the preferred hyper-link.

The application was tested in the following web browsers to fulfil the requirements:

– Chrome.

– Firefox.

– Internet Explorer.

– Opera.

– Safari

Some browsers showed the application a little di↵erent from the rest. Browsers was in
some cases not showing certain information and in other cases got displayed incorrectly. In
these cases a remake of the application was conducted until the application was showing the
data in the same way in every web browser.

3.4 Di↵erence between the two applications

First of all the new functionality was implemented. Some additions changed the functionality
and some additions needed third party add-ons. Also the overall structure is di↵erent
between the two applications. See Appendix A.
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The third party add-ons were Bootstrap, jQuerery, JavaScript and CSS. These makes
the application more modern, easier to work with and nicer looking. But it also creates a
higher level of complexity due to the fact that more knowledge about third party software
has to be known in order to maintain and change aspects of the solution. Although some
features from the Java implementation has been removed.

One big di↵erence is the way each software framework communicates with the database.
The .NET way is to use ADO.NET Entity Framework and Language-Integrated Query to
eliminate independence mismatches and raise the level of abstraction for data programming.
These functions are new since Visual Studio 2005 [30]. This approach was not even existing
when the old Java application was made so the functionality (at back-end) is a lot di↵erent.
Here an interesting phenomenon occurred! When collecting all the remunerations for a
specific month, with an aim on typing the same query call with LINQ as the Java SQL
implementation, the .NET application showed only one match whilst Javas query showed
them all. This is why the .NET implementation has a AsNoTracking() method. This solved
the problem and now the application is showing the same results as the old Java application
in almost the same order every time (more on why in the in-depth study).

Further more the language of the .NET application is easily interchangeable with one
string object holding all the application text information and there is no text at all in the
view that have been ”put there” with a paragraph. Although appendix A do not describe
this string property it is reusable at code-level.

I found that some functions and features in the legacy system was not optimized. Espe-
cially the way that the Java application was showing the values collected from the database.
It was a for -loop with if statements for each row. This meant that first the application
looked for the first revenue value via an if statement. Then the first and the second value
via two new if statements and so forth until every type of revenue had been checked. It did
however display zeroed revenue values due to the database sometime returning the values in
a di↵erent order. This made the if cluster display the amount even though it was zeroed.
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Results

Previous chapters showed that modernizing legacy systems is needed to remain competitive
on the market but can be tricky to do. Tricky due to organizations lack of knowledge and
analysis regarding the return of interest of the modernization versus the cost of maintaining
the legacy systems. Organizations need to review their application portfolio and assess
new technology opportunities. Both look at the gain if modernizing, which is where most
analysis will be, but also look if the legacy system contain business information that provide
organization competitive advantage. This chapter will look at problems that occurred in
the transformation of the legacy system Mina Arvoden, approaches better suited for the
modernization, related areas and rising techniques. First lets take a look at which point
in the life-time of an application modernization should be applied. These results
are based on what the feasibility study showed and the modernization of Mina Arvoden.

4.1 Determining when it is the right time to maintain,
modernize or replace systems

Determining in what stage an application is currently in (see figure 1.1) is a challenging
task. There is no threshold that marks the transition from maintenance to modernization or
modernization to replacement. The decision should be assumed on the basis of an assessment
of its technical and business value. Reasons for needing a modernization can vary, a lot.
It could be that the look and feel of the application is no longer enough to end users even
though the business value remain the same. In this case more features could just make
things more complicated and a modernization is the best way to save the system. It can
also be security reasons or it being cheaper to deploy the legacy system on the cloud. It is
up to the company to know what modernization brings to the system, what not modernizing
results in and have a long term plan to modernize the application if the business value of
the system is highly valued.

The time for a replacement of the system is not as hard to pinpoint though. Companies
generally want to modernize instead of replace systems. Developing a replacement system
from scratch often requires excessive resources and entails una↵ordable costs and risks as the
introduction presented. Even though these resources are available, legacy system migration
strategies are often preferred to replacement (See section 1.3.2). When a system can not
keep pace with business needs and modernization is not possible or/and costly it is time for
a replacement of the system. This is today only regarding undocumented, outdated, or not
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extensible applications.

4.2 Modernizing applications at code level and applica-
tion level

The practical part of this thesis was modernizing and when possible reuse the legacy system
at code level and on a whole the application level. What was expected upon implementation
of Mina Arvoden, with regard to the feasibility study, was increased technical di�culty,
better security and more modern. Increased re-usability was also expected in comparison to
the legacy system. The other factors did in this particular case not make a di↵erence since
the application transformation did not create integration problems, exponential increase
in data, increased maintenance complexity when moving the application, etc. However
these problem just mentioned must be taken into consideration thoroughly when planning
modernization of legacy systems. Lets start by looking at the practical modernization of
Mina Arvoden and identify problems, reasons and solutions to problems that occur with the
Java to .NET transformation. Can we draw a more general conclusion by looking at these
two software frameworks?

4.2.1 Modernization of Mina Arvoden

Section 3.4 briefly described some modernization aspects that were interesting and where
the two applications in the end di↵ered. The ADO.NET Entity Framework function AsNo-
Tracking was needed to see all the data rather than just one instance of it. Why was that?
First o↵, the AsNoTracking extension method returns a new query and the returned entities
will not be cached by the context (DbContext or Object Context). This means that the
Entity Framework does not perform any additional processing or storage of the entities that
are returned by the query. Please note that updating these entities without attaching them
to the context is not possible [30]. When using AsNoTracking the entities are not tracked
in the state manager. For normal tracking the state manager will find a previously loaded
instance of a given entity and use it instead of creating a new instance.

Furthermore the ADO.NET Entity Framework raises the level of abstraction in the appli-
cation and eliminate the impedance mismatch between data models and between languages
which creates a higher level of re-usability (higher level of abstraction), it is becoming more
modern. Since it is also possible to write ”normal” queries with SQL calls it gets even more
re-usable.

Both the structure of the legacy system and the new implementation has a model-
view-controller implementation. However the .NET application uses a newer and better
implementation of the design pattern which makes it faster and more reliable than the old
legacy system. It is more modern yes, but does this make it more reusable? First lets look
at what the ASP.NET MVC framework has to o↵er in terms of reusable code.

A big advantage of MVC is that it handles the use of many di↵erent views for your
application. There is no real processing happening in the view; it serves only as a way to
output data and allow the user to act on that data, whether it is an online store or an
employee list. The database falls under the model. The data returned by the model is
display-neutral, meaning that the model applies no formatting. This way, a single model
can provide data for any number of display interfaces. This reduces code duplication,
because model code is only written once and is then reused by all of the views. There is
an increasing demand on new ways to access your application. With MVC, it does not
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matter if the user wants a Flash interface1 or a WAP2 one; the same model can handle
either. Code duplication is limited because you have separated the data and business logic
from the display which is one of the foundation stone of creating reusable code. Changing
database is not at all dependent on anything other than the model. If changing from for
example MySQL to Oracle, or change a data source from an RDBMS (Relational database
management system) to LDAP3, you only need to alter your model. If written correctly, the
view won’t care at all whether that list of users came from a database or an LDAP server.

However the pattern does add increased complexity compared to the Java implementa-
tion. This include features like complex authentication, routing, bootstrap (since MVC 5)
and Html Helpers4 [17]. So it introduces a deeper level of complexity that requires diligent
attention to detail from the developer. Complexity does not mean worse conditions for code
reuse but it can surely make it harder to achieve. If you can handle the extra up-front
work and the additional complexity, the ASP.NET MVC pattern can open up new levels of
robustness, code reuse, and organization[12]. In conclusion the ASP.NET is more complex
and complicated to use but with can with practise be more reusable.

The modernization included certain functionality that was optimized in comparison to
the legacy system. This made me realize that one should analyse the code when modernizing
in the way I did to find code and functions that can be optimized. Instead of just try and
copy the functionality. Even though the size of the applications not modernized within the
application platform of Ume̊a Kommun is often small, they are quite a few. What is the
best approach towards modernizing the rest of the applications?

4.2.2 General legacy modernization approaches and how to ap-
proach them

As stated before, there are a lot of pros and cons when choosing an approach and it is
vital (in terms of cost) that the company looks long and hard at their application space.
The feasibility study did give some areas that must be considered when choosing approach
but here are more general aspects to consider when choosing the suitable modernization
approach.

– Skill within the organization. What developer skills currently exist in the organi-
zation? This is generally often known to a large extent.

– Speed. How quickly does the modernization solution has to be done and ready for
deployment.

– Level of re-usability. How big is the chance that the preferred platform will evolve
in the future? If it probably will evolve great e↵ort should be put on (in order to more
e↵ectively migrate the applications) documenting and creating reusable code. This is
however challenging to know in advance.

1The Common Flash Memory Interface (CFI) is an open standard jointly developed by AMD, Intel,
Sharp and Fujitsu.

2Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) is a technical standard for accessing information over a mobile
wireless network.

3(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) is an open, vendor-neutral, industry standard application pro-
tocol for accessing and maintaining distributed directory information services over an Internet Protocol (IP)
network.

4Just like web form controls in ASP.NET, HTML helpers are used to modify HTML. But HTML helpers
are more lightweight. Unlike Web Form controls, an HTML helper does not have an event model and a view
state.
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– Level of optimization in the legacy system. There is no need to reuse and mod-
ernize algorithms and functionality that is not optimized. Of course re-constructing
an application is a sort of modernizing but the idea here is that modernizing algorithm
A and algorithm B to calculate an answer is redundant when implementing an new
algorithm called C prove to be better in every way. As in the case of Mina Arvoden
where a long for clause had more if statements than necessary.

– Highly customized legacy systems. When applications have a very unique busi-
ness processes the application itself can become very customized. In this case the com-
pany could instead leverage core application functionality and simplify their unique
business processes through business process re-engineering.

– Maintenance. After a modernization deployment of a legacy system continuous
maintenance begins. If the system is large and especially when applications are coupled
together in a big application space the maintenance would preferably be as alike as
possible after the modernization.

It all comes down to the cost however! When deciding to modernize and especially
how to modernize each company need to invest the time and manpower to some extent.
A line could be drawn long-term where money, research and time is put into re-usability,
optimizing, documenting loose coupling on front-end to back-end etc when modernizing
an application or application space. Or, in the case of Mina Arvoden, just the time and
manpower needed to modernize the legacy system with the new required features. The later
case seems to be the most occurring modernization because lot of time has to be put into
the modernization that someone has to pay for.

4.3 Re-usability over time on a modernized application

Something I found while modernizing Mina Arvoden and via colleagues from Sogeti was
that re-usability in applications tends to less usable (i.e. lower level of re-usability from
the levels described in section 2.1.6) over time if one adds or modify the reusable
components. Say you have an architecture that is reusable at a high level and then starts
adding features and functions. After a while the architecture can be hard to even recognize.
When maintaining and modifying an application or software architecture one need to keep
in mind that its re-usability gets lowered. To combat this one need to create the new
features with code re-usability in mind, creating well written documentation and keep the
re-usability of the application intact.

4.4 Cloud modernizing

In the feasibility study the definition of cloud computing was mentioned briefly along with
the notion that migrating legacy systems to the cloud is often a valuable option for companies
in many scenarios. As a principle we can talk about 3 layers in a service cloud architecture,
Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) (see section 2.1.8). The application used in this thesis did not have a cloud integration
when finished but what could a modernization in this fashion be like?
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4.4.1 Moving legacy applications to the cloud and occurring prob-
lems

A large-scale modernization can result in applications getting re-written, re-hosted and re-
platformed along with a combination of on-premise, o↵-the-shelf solutions on varied cloud
platforms. So again it is critical that organizations plan thoroughly and include a cloud
integration suite. This suite ensures the capability with any cloud models and platforms.

There is no wonder that enterprises has interest in these two technology trends, mod-
ernization and cloud integration. If implemented correctly, they both have the potential to
help companies succeed in a competitive marketplace by managing their businesses more
e�ciently, while laying a solid foundation for future growth.
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Chapter 5

Accomplishment

This chapter will go through how the project was planned and carried out.

5.1 Preliminaries

When looking for an area in which I would write this thesis I noticed that a lot of the
companies I talked to was using .NET and these companies have in most cases used Java
before. Why was this change? Is the answer simply that .NET is better? So I chose the area
modernization and accepted a position at Sogeti where the legacy system Mina Arvoden
was in need of a transformation. Further questions then came to mind. What techniques are
used to modernize legacy systems? Should the organizations aim on certain guidelines and
methods? Is a modernization easy to start, implement and deploy? I decided to conduct an
interview with Ume̊a kommun to better answer these questions.

5.2 How the work was done

During the first week research was done in the area and also getting familiar in Visual
Studio 2013, a development environment I have never come in contact with before. The
”exempelapp” documentation was also studied to easier grasp the implementation. The first
week at Sogeti (second week in total) we set up the project, environment, my workplace
and met with our customer, Ume̊a Kommun. When that was all set up I continued on the
feasibility study along side the work on the Java application until I felt I had all the data
I needed. The practical part was consisting of getting the Java application to run first.
When that was up and running the implementation in .NET could begin. Testing towards
the Java application was done continuously. A conversation was continuously going on with
the client, Ume̊a Kommun, to understand the nature about the application and also get
feedback on how they wanted the system implemented. The conversation was mostly done
via e-mail but also face to face meetings.

When the application was done a delivery was made to Ume̊a Kommun and more research
was done on the applications. Here an interview was conducted with the client about the
modernization of their application space and their thoughts as a company on modernizing,
re-usability and the return of investment on these legacy systems.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Repeated system maintenance supports the business needs su�ciently for a time, but as
the system becomes increasingly outdated, maintenance falls behind the business needs.
A modernization e↵ort is then required that represents a greater e↵ort, both in time and
functionality, than the maintenance activity. Finally, when the old system can no longer
evolve, it must be replaced.

Application modernizing is a great way to expand business capabilities and keep the
application space up-to-date. Di↵erent techniques exist when modernizing and from what
I gathered the biggest and the most important step is to plan the modernization well.
This includes calculating risk/reward scenarios, no matter how hard that may be, research-
ing the competence within the organization, researching business needs, calculating main-
tenance costs and cloud integration. As a company you would want to look at the business
advantage that you could gain and also the security breaches that may occur due to the sys-
tem getting/being old. Sometimes an upgrade (patch and secure the application) is the only
viable thing due to lack of funding. But with every postponement it gets more expensive.

I believe that modernizing will be growing in its importance over the coming years. Due
to the explosion in data, users, the security breaches that can occur and the competitive
price of maintenance. Applications have a life cycle as the feasibility study concluded and
even if the software framework is the same the application(s) can still get too ”old” with
out-dated components and features which can lead to devastating security breaches and
loss of customers. What happens to an application made today if say Bootstrap or CSS
is superseded by another better feature in a couple of years and is no longer supported?
Maybe a quick re-doing can solve it but these things tends to add up. If the challenges
described in this paper are taken into consideration and solutions to them are planned well
in advance the modernization can be a smooth ride and prove valuable and the company has
a significant opportunity for success. However if the system is too large or the competence
is not there help can be hired. It has turned up a lot of organizations that can be hired to
modernize and maintain old, out-dated legacy systems.

When it comes to modernizing it is hard to grasp the financial gain, if any. This means
that when a company does not find the ROI of the modernization it will not be financed.
Instead, I think more focus should be put on the potential risks that can occur. Finan-
cial risks, security risks and customer losses. The big restriction in this meaning is the
finance itself. When is it a good time financially to modernize? An answer to this is not
really possible without looking at a certain application, because the reasons can vary, a
lot. The decision should be assumed on the basis of an assessment of its technical
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and business value. Knowing what a modernization can bring to the table and what a
postponement of a modernization (i.e. maintenance instead) can lead to is the important
part. One should also keep in mind that with every postponement the maintenance gets
more expensive. Furthermore the modernizing is almost always a long term plan since the
new application will probably not gain any new users (mostly) but rather keeping the users
satisfied with the newer and modern feel of the application they have used. This makes the
modernization depend in some way on the current financial situation of the company.

Code reuse is something that should definitely be practised, unfortunately the reality is
not so in most cases. Although, code reuse has been practised more in the later years in the
form of best practises and design patterns. Hard-coding has been also gotten frowned upon
as of late and companies generally encourages best practises. Some application has features
outside of the best practises that makes great candidates for code reuse. I do believe that
with the growth of applications in the market, users and competition code reuse will get
more important. The reason being that creating application will get cheaper (faster and
more e�cient) with code reuse when done correctly and companies behind on that boat will
have a daunting time financially.

The increasing complexity for each modernization can also be trouble since more knowl-
edge within the company must be present.

6.1 Restrictions and limitations

Doing an analysis regarding security in the legacy application compared to the new one
would have been interesting to do. To research how the legacy application was lacking in
security and to what extent compared to the new one would be interesting as well.

Section 1.3.2 did go through two of the modernization methods, namely white-boxing
and black-boxing. This legacy transformation (of Mina Arvoden) was using the white-boxing
technique. This was due to the applications internal data collection from the database
and the fact that it was easier to compare the functionality to each other and create the
implementation from that data rather that redo it all. Test some of the Java to .NET
migration application is also something I would like to try.

6.2 Future work

The application Mina Arvoden can be fixed with some further adjustments. As described
in the implementation chapter another string property with English text instead of Swedish
could be present. Since no actual text exists and every string is in the string property file
another English one can easily be made and implemented. Using the session variables to
tell the application which language the user has chosen.

Since the application Mina Arvoden was in need of a total re-doing and not just the
same application (the structure of exempelApplikation) and classes in another language I
did not try the free on-line and plug-ins that converts the legacy system automatically from
Java to .NET. How do they hold up? What level of reuse do they follow? Would I write
the same code snippets or do the code become more or less unreadable?

When implementing the .NET application I did not focus on a high level of documen-
tation when creating the application. Even though I commented almost every function,
classes and layer plus the documentation of ”exempelApp.doc”(Appendix A) more focus
could theoretically be put on re-usability.
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Appendix A

ExempelApplikation
documentation

NAME ExempelApp.doc

DESCRIPTION ”.Net ExempelApplikation” is the standard used by Ume̊a Kommun
and was the building block of the implementation of the ASP .NET application of ”Mina
Arvoden”.

PUBLISHER INFORMATION Inger Lennartsson. 2014-11-07 Version 1.0

COMPANY Sogeti Ume̊a.
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1 Övergripande delar 

1.1 Komponenter 

Exempelapplikationen bygger på följande komponenter: 

Område Produkt 
Plattform Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1 
Databas Microsoft SQL Server 2012  
Utvecklingsverktyg Visual Studio 2013 
Programmeringsspråk C#, MVC 5.1.1, Bootstrap 3.1.1, jQuery 2.1.1 
ORM-verktyg Microsoft Entity Framework 6.1.1 
Tillägg (freeware) jQuery.datatables 1.9.4, jQuery.Validation 1.12.0, bootstrap-

select 1.6.2, bootstrap-datepicker 

Applikationen utgår ifrån template ASP.NET Webapplikation MVC. Projektstruktur baserad på 
Umeå kommuns struktur: 

x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.BusinessLogicLayer (Class library project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.GUI (ASP.NET Webapplikation MVC) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataAccessLayer (Class library project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary (Class library project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ServiceTier (WCF Service application project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Test (Unit Test project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ExtDataAccessLayer (Class library project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ExtServiceTier (Class library project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Utilities (Class library project) 
x Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ServiceWrapper (Class library project) 
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1.2 Fysisk och logisk indelning 

Exempelapplikationen är skiktad logiskt och kan även skiktas fysiskt. Grunden är en treskikts 
arkitektur med de tre fysiska skikten Web-tier, Business Logic-tier och Data-tier. Det finns även 
en logisk skiktning (layering) inom varje skikt för att ytterligare separera logik och ansvar till väl 
avskilda moduler.  

 

Figur 1 Kodarkitektur 

1.2.1 Web Tier 

Detta skikt består dels av en webbapplikation och dels av ett tunt lager som alla anrop mot 
tjänster går via. 

Följande gäller för Webb-tier: 

x Ska vara responsivt 
x Ansvar för autentisering, auktorisering sker i Controller-klasserna och dess metoder 
x Får inte ha några direkta referenser mot Business Logic-tier utan går via ServiceWrapper 

mot webbtjänster 

1.2.2 Business LogicTier 

Innehåller all affärslogik, verksamhetsregler, valideringar, sammanställning av data etc. 
Ansvarar för utförandet av de tjänster som anropas från utsidan. En vanlig typ av tjänst är att 
utföra en affärstransaktion – en aktivitet som leder till en förändring och skriver något till 
databasen. Den andra är att returnera information om något baserat på en fråga med villkor.  
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Business Logic Tier består av följande layers: 

x Service Tier 
x Business Logic Lager 
x Data Access Layer 
x Ext Data Access Layer 

Service Tier 

Består av en tunn fasad som har som enda uppgift att publicera och skydda anropsbara tjänster i 
form av WCF-tjänster. Varje metod delegerar sedan med anrop till motsvarande metod i 
Business Logic Layer där det verkliga jobbet utförs. När Service Tier publicerat en webbtjänst 
går det att utifrån dess URL få en beskrivningsfil, en s.k. WSDL-fil. Av denna kan man sedan 
generera scheman eller Proxys.  

Business Logic Layer 

Det här är hjärtat och hjärnan i systemet och här ligger det mesta av logiken, beräkningarna, 
kontrollerna etc. När en begäran från omvärlden kommer in via Service facaden är det sedan här 
som all logik sker. Några typiska flöden i en metod: 

x Hämta data via Data Access Layer och Ext Data Access Layer 
x Skapa/Ändra/Radera data via Data Access Layer och/eller Ext Data Access Layer 
x Bearbeta data 
x Sammanställa data från flera olika källor 
x Logga händelser 
x Returnera resultat/data 

Data Access Layer 

I Data Access Layer finns den domänmodell med entitetsklasser som används av Business Logic 
Layer för sin programlogik. På det sättet kan den komplicerade logiken i Business Logic Layer 
byggas strikt objektorienterat och det finns ingen databasspecifik hantering. 

DAL är byggt med Microsofts persistensramverk Entity Framework.  

Ext Data Access Layer 

I Ext Data Access Layer finns kopplingar mot externa tjänster, kan tex vara Ärendesystem, 
Befolkningsuppgifter. Här hanteras även ev mappning mellan objekts externa format och 
ExempelApplikationens egna format. 

1.2.3 Data Tier 

Består av en databas i MS SQL Server 2012 format.  
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1.2.4 Shared 

Innehåller alla delar som används av flera skikt och/eller lager. 

I Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary finns de objekt som används i hela 
applikationen. De objektet kan även i partiella klasser innehålla validering av typ, längd osv. 

I Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Utilites ligger funktionalitet som används i hela applikationen. 
Kan t ex vara felhantering. 

2 Innehåll i applikationen 

Följande sidor kommer att finnas i applikationen. 

2.1 Sida för sökning och resultat 

Sida för att söka fram ett resultat samt att visa resultatet. Sidan innehåller dropdown med värden 
från en Enum, datatable med filtrering/sortering/paging.  

 

Figur 2 Exempelsida sök och resultat 

2.2 Sida för att visa detaljer om en vald person 

Sida som visar detaljer om vald person.  I  Första  läge  är  man  i  ”readonly-läge”,  när  man  klickar  
på  redigera  kommer  man  till  ”editerings-läge”.  Tillbaka  är  tillbaka  till  söksidan. Innehåller logik 
för att hantera obligatoriska uppgifter. Kompletterande uppgifter beroende på diskriminator styrs 
utifrån en Dropdown. Innehåller Bootstrap-DatePicker och Bootstrap-Select med multival-
funktion och Bootstrap-Select med sök. 
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Figur 3 Exempelsida detaljer 

2.3 Sida som visar ett modalt fönster vid knapptryck 

Sida som visar ett modalt fönster när man trycker på knappen Ledig. Fylls checkboxen Ledig i 
så stängs det modala fönstret och en Notifiering visas (se 3.1.2 Notifiering). Fylls checkboxen 
inte i så stängs det modala fönstret och ett Felmeddelande visas (se 3.1.3 Felmeddelande). 

 

Figur 4 Modalt fönster 

2.4 Sida som har en del av sidan som uppdateras med Ajaxanrop 

En del av sidan uppdateras dynamiskt med Ajaxanrop när man väljer i dropdown. 
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Figur 5 Ajax anrop - partial view 

3 Kodbeskrivning per lager 

Här beskrivs kodregler samt förklaringar av vissa delar av koden per lager. 

3.1 Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.GUI 

3.1.1 Kodregler 

x Styling av HTML görs så långt det är möjligt via extern css (främst via Bootstrap-
specifika klasser och vid behov via egna css-klasser i site.css) 

x Undvik tabeller för positionering/layout om det inte är just en tabell som ska visas  
x Generella JavaScript-funktioner läggs i site.js 
x Vi undviker javascript direkt i vyerna om det inte är väldigt lite kod annars läggs den i en 

separat fil under Scripts\Views. Filen döps till exempelapp.person.details.js och läggs in i 
vyn via en bundle. 

x Layout för sidor sker via Bootstraps Grid-system, vilket ger oss en responsiv design 
x Formulär, modala dialoger, tooltips och andra komponenter utnyttjar Bootstraps klasser 

för enhetlig design 
x Logiken i Controllers hålls minimal: Validering av modellen, redirects till andra 

controllers, anrop till ServiceWrappers (aldrig direkt till ServiceTier/Webbtjänster) 
och visning av vyer 

x Layout och logik som används på flera ställen bryts ut till Partial Views, Html-helpers 
x ViewModels läggs i mappen Models 
x Kör ViewModels då mer/mindre eller annat data än domänobjektet ska skickas till vyn 

(undvik ViewBag) 
x Namngivning av ViewModels: UserDetailsViewModel --> 

{ControllerName}{ActionName/ViewName}ViewModel 
x All kommunikation med Services sker via interface i ServiceWrappers 
x Exceptions som inte fångas tidigare hamnar tillslut i Views/Shared/Error.cshtml, fånga 

endast LogicValidationException i controllers för att visa användarvänligt felmeddelande 
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x Alla metoder i ServiceWrappers ska fånga FaultException<Error> och anropa 
ErrorHelper.UnwrapFaultException med detta 

x Om applikationen ska behörighetsskyddas så styrs åtkomst på Controller-nivå samt på 
Controller-metod-nivå. Åtkomsten styrs genom att controllers och controllers metoder 
har dekorerats med AuthorizeAttributes.[TwoFactorAuthorizeAttribute] används när 
kontroll ska ske att användaren har loggat in med två-faktor inloggning. 
[CustomAuthorize(Roles = "Exempelapp.Admin”)] används för att kontrollera åtkomst 
utifrån roll. 

3.1.2 Allmänt 

I web.config som ligger i views-katalogen kan man lägga in de namespace som ska vara nåbara 
direkt från cshtml-filerna, på det viset behövs inte using i sidorna. 

<system.web.webPages.razor> 
    <host factoryType="System.Web.Mvc.MvcWebRazorHostFactory, System.Web.Mvc, Version=5.0.0.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=31BF3856AD364E35" /> 
    <pages pageBaseType="System.Web.Mvc.WebViewPage"> 
      <namespaces> 
        <add namespace="System.Web.Mvc" /> 
        <add namespace="System.Web.Mvc.Ajax" /> 
        <add namespace="System.Web.Mvc.Html" /> 
        <add namespace="System.Web.Routing" /> 
        <add namespace="System.Web.Optimization"/>         
        <add namespace="Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.WebUI" />         
        <add namespace="Sveaskog.EF.WebUI.Helpers"/> 
        <add namespace="Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Models"/> 
        <add namespace="Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DomainObjects"/> 
        <add namespace="Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.Utilities.Resources"/> 
      </namespaces> 
    </pages> 
  </system.web.webPages.razor> 
 
 
 

I _Layout.cshtml måste följande två rader finnas för att bundle ska fungera i övriga sidor. 
 
 

        @RenderSection("styles", required: false) 
        @RenderSection("scripts", required: false) 

3.1.3 Notifieringar 
 

 

Figur 6 Notifiering 

Notifieringar hanteras av NuGet-paketet Toastr.  
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Själva notifieringen är en partial view som finns i _Layout.cshtml. 
 
        @Html.Partial("_Notification") 
 
 
Notifieringen skapas i Controller-metoden som vill visa notifieringen, t ex i en spara-
metod, genom anrop till MessageHelper. 
 
_messageHelper.ShowNotification(TempData, Constants.NotificationTypes.Success, 
Strings.FreeText, Strings.Free); 

3.1.4 Felmeddelanden 
 
 

 

Figur 7 Felmeddelande 

Felmeddelanden hanteras av NuGet-paketet Toastr.  
 
Själva felmeddelandet är en partial view som finns i den sida där felmeddelandet ska 
visas, t ex i _Details.cshtml. 
 
        @Html.Partial("_Alert") 
 
 
Felmeddelandet skapas i Controller-metoden, oftast i en try - catch, genom anrop till 
MessageHelper. 
 
catch (LogicValidationException ex) 
{ 

_messageHelper.ShowAlert(TempData, Constants.AlertTypes.Danger, Strings.Free, 
ex.Message); 
} 
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3.1.5 DropdownFor-List 
 
x En DropdownFor-List byggs upp på följande sätt: 

 
//I Controller-metoden, först hämtas alla länder 
hemortViewModel.Countries = _hemortServiceWrapper.GetCountries(); 
 
@Html.DropDownListFor(m => m.CountryVal, new SelectList(Model.Countries,  “CountryID”,  
“CountryText”,  Strings.Valj_dot, new { @class = "toolbar-responsive-control toolbar-
button-separator form-control}) //ligger i cshtml-sidan, m.CountryVal kommer att 
innehålla det val som är gjort sedan tidigare samt även det som gäller när sidan sparas 

3.1.6 Enum dropdown 
 
x En Enum dropdown byggs upp på följande sätt: 
 
public Enums.Discriminator? Discriminator { get; set; } //ligger i ViewModellen 
 
public enum Discriminator //ligger i Enums-klassen 
{ 

Student = 1, 
       Instructor = 2 
} 
 
@Html.EnumDropDownListFor(m => m.Discriminator, @Strings.Valj_dot, new { @class = 
"selectpicker toolbar-responsive-control toolbar-button-separator form-control" }) 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan 
 
x För att sedan läsa ut valet vid en post-back av sidan: 
var discriminator = sokPersonViewModel.Discriminator == null  
      ? null  
      : sokPersonViewModel.Discriminator.ToString(); //Ger klartexten, t ex Student 
 
var discriminator = sokPersonViewModel.Discriminator == null  
     ? null  
     : (int)sokPersonViewModel.Discriminator; //Ger intvärdet, t ex 2 
 
x För att sätta valt-värde, t ex för en person där det är valt sedan tidigare: 
 
Enums.Discriminator personDiscriminator; 
Enum.TryParse(personViewModel.PersonInformation.Discriminator, out personDiscriminator); 
personViewModel.Discriminator = personDiscriminator; //ligger i controller-metoden 
 
@Html.EnumDropDownListFor(m => m.Discriminator, @Strings.Valj_dot, new { @class = 
"selectpicker toolbar-responsive-control toolbar-button-separator form-control" }) 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan 

3.1.7 Bootstrap-Select med multival 
 
x En Bootstrap-Select med multival byggs upp på följande sätt: 

 
//I Controller-metoden, först hämtas alla kurser 
personViewModel.Courses = _courseServiceWrapper.GetCourses(); 
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@Html.DropDownListFor(m  =>  m.CourseVal,  new  SelectList(Model.Courses,  “CourseID”,  
“Title”,  new { @class = "selectpicker selectpickercourse toolbar-responsive-control 
toolbar-button-separator form-control", multiple = "true", id = "cource-select"}) 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan, m.CourseVal kommer att innehålla de val som gäller när sidan 
sparas 
 
x För att sätta valda-värden, t ex för en person där det är valt sedan tidigare: 
 
//I Controller-metoden, de val som är gjorda för personen sedan tidigare lagras i ett 
eget fält i viewmodel 
var selectedIds = string.Join(",", personViewModel.PersonInformation.Course.ToList() 
.Select(r => r.CourseID).ToArray()); 
personViewModel.CourseDefaultVal = selectedIds; 
 
//I cshtml-sidan 
@Html.HiddenFor(m => m.CourseDefaultVal, new { id = "course-default" }) 
 
//I js-script-filen för sidan 
$(function () { 

var data = $("#course-default").val(); 
if (data != null && data.length > 0) { 

var dataarray = data.split(","); 
       $('.selectpickercourse').val(dataarray); 
       $('.selectpickercourse').selectpicker('render'); 
} 

} 
 
x För att sedan läsa ut valet vid en post-back av sidan: 
 
//I Controller-metoden, först hämtas alla kurser, sedan selekteras valda kurser ut genom 
CourseID från model.CourseVal 
var courses = _courseServiceWrapper.GetCourses(); 
var valdaCourses = courses.Where(c => model.CourseVal.Contains(c.CourseID)).ToList(); 

3.1.8 Bootstrap-Select med sök i listan 
 
x En Bootstrap-Select med sök fungerar på följande sätt: 

 
//I Controller-metoden, först hämtas alla hemorter 
personViewModel.Homes = _courseServiceWrapper.GetHomes(); 
 
@Html.DropDownListFor(m => m.PersonInformation.HomeId, new SelectList(Model.Homes, 
"HomeId", "HomeText"), new { @class = "selectpicker toolbar-responsive-control toolbar-
button-separator form-control", data_live_search = "True"  }) 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan, m.PersonInformation.HomeId kommer att innehålla det val som är 
gjort sedan tidigare samt även det som gäller när sidan sparas 

3.1.9 Bootstrap-DatePicker 
 
x En Bootstrap-DatePicker byggs upp på följande sätt: 
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@Html.TextBoxFor(model => model.PersonInformation.HireDate, "{0:" + 
Strings.DatumFormatCode + "}", new { @class = "form-control date-picker", placeholder = 
Strings.DatumFormat }) 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan, model.PersonInformation.HireDate är personens datum sedan 
tidigare 
 
@Scripts.Render("~/bundles/datepicker") 
<script src="@Url.Content(GlobalizationHelper.GlobalizeDatePicker)" 
type="text/javascript"></script> 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan, GlobalizeDatePicker är för att hantera språk 
 
 
$(function () { 
    prepareDatepickers(); 
} 
//ligger i sidans js-filen, prepareDatepickers-scriptet ligger i site.js 

3.1.10 Jquery-Datatables 
 
x En Jquery-Datatables byggs upp på följande sätt: 
 
 
@section styles { 
    @Styles.Render("~/content/datatables") 
} 
 
@section scripts{ 
    @Scripts.Render("~/bundles/datatables") 
} 
//ligger i cshtml-sidan 
 
prepareDataTable("personinformation", { 
        "iDisplayLength": 12 
}); 
//ligger i sidans js-fil, prepareDataTable-scriptet ligger i jquery.dataTables.extended. 
js som är en fil som hör till projektet och inte har följt med jquery-dataTables. 

3.2 Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ServiceTier och ExtServiceTier 

3.2.1 Kodregler 

x Om applikationen ska ha behörighetsskydd så styrs åtkomsten genom att metoder har 
dekorerats med PrincipalPermissions, enligt [PrincipalPermission(SecurityAction. 
Demand, Role = "Exempelapplikation.Admin")] 

x ServiceTier fungerar som ett skyddande lager som bara skickar vidare till 
BussinessLagicLayer 

x Alla metoder i ServiceFacader fångar Exception och anropar ErrorHelper. 
LogAndWrapInFaultException med detta för att få vettiga felmeddelanden till GUI 
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3.3 Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.ServiceWrapper 

3.3.1 Kodregler 

x All kommunikation med Services sker via interface i ServiceWrapper 
x Alla metoder i ServiceWrappers ska fånga FaultException<Error> och anropa 

ErrorHelper.UnwrapFaultException med detta 
x ServiceWrapper skickar bara vidare anrop till ServiceTier, är för att få den typen av 

anrop enbart på ett ställe 

3.4 Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.BussinessLogicLayer 

3.4.1 Kodregler 

x BussinessLogicLayer implementera affärslogik, validera data, starta transaktioner och 
kommunicera med Repository-interface i datalagret 

x Om två eller flera repositories anropas och alla ska spara data och lyckas eller misslyckas 
i grupp startas och commit:as transaktionen av affärslogiklagret 

x BussinessLogicLayer-metoder ska i största möjliga mån inte anropa andra 
bussinessLogicLayer-metoder, utan anropen ska gå ner till datarepositories. 

x Kasta ett LogicValidationException om validering av affärslogik misslyckas.  

3.4.2 Transaktionshantering 

Transaktionshantering sköts i bussinessLogicLayer med hjälp av TransactionScope. Kan t ex 
vara att uppdatera flera tabeller i en databas samt skicka ett msmq-meddelande. Exempelkod: 

             using (var scope = new TransactionScope()) 
             { 
                 _personRepository.SavePerson(person); 
                 SkapaPersonhandelse(personId, Enums.HandelseMeddelandeTyp.Ledig); 
                 scope.Complete(); 
             } 

3.5 Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataAccessLayer 

3.5.1 Kodregler 

x All kommunikation med externa källor (databasen, ev. webbtjänster, filer, mm) sköts av 
repositories i datalagret 

x Varje repository designas så att det blir ansvarigt för specifika domänobjekt. Vi undviker 
ren affärslogik i repositories utan denna läggs i affärslogiklagret 
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x Repositories startar inga egna transaktioner utan det sköts av anropande affärslogikobjekt 
om det behövs.  

3.5.2 Edmx (Entity Data Model) 

Skapa ett nytt item av typen ADO.NET Entity Data Model och välj EF Designer from database. 
Koppla den mot den databas som applikationen ska använda. Ändra model namespace till 
EntitiesModel. 

Flytta DataModel.tt till Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary för att koppla lös 
entities-objekten från DataAccessLayer. Det gör man genom att bara dra filen till det projektet 
Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary. Om det inte fungerar att bara dra så måste 
man stänga Visual Studio och öppna projektfilen (Umea.se.ExempelApplikation. 
DataAccessLayer.csproj) och ta bort raden DependUpon 

<None Include="Model.tt"> 
  <Generator>TextTemplatingFileGenerator</Generator> 
  <DependentUpon>Model.edmx</DependentUpon> 
  <LastGenOutput>Model.cs</LastGenOutput> 
</None> 
 

Eftersom entities-klasserna nu är i ett annat namespace så måste man ändra vilket namespace 
som ska användas av context-templaten, filen DataModel.Context.tt. I properties ändrar man 
Custom Tool Namespace till Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary. 

För att det ska fungera med wcf ändrar man också i properties på edmx-filen properties Lazy 
Loading Enabled till False och i DataModel.Context.tt skriver man till den gråmarkerade raden: 

if (!loader.IsLazyLoadingEnabled(container)) 
{ 
#> 
        this.Configuration.LazyLoadingEnabled = false; 
        this.Configuration.ProxyCreationEnabled = false; 
<# 

} 

 

3.6 Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataObjectLibrary 

3.6.1 Entities (dataobjekt) 

Filen DataModel.tt läser från EDM-modellen för att generera rätt dataobjekt. För att det ska 
fungera efter att filen är flyttad till ett eget projekt så måste följande rad ändras 

string inputFile = @ “DataModel.edmx” ;  till 

string inputFile = @ “..\Umea.se.ExempelApplikation.DataAccessLayer\DataModel.edmx”; 
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Varje gång Datamodellen ändras (edmx-filen) så måste man även höger-klicka på DataModel.tt 
och  köra  ”Run  Custom  Tool”. 

Ändra följande i DataModel.tt för att få det att fungera med wcf, skriv en de gråmarkerade 
raderna på rätt plats genom att söka efter texten som inte är gråmarkerad. 

x <#=codeStringGenerator.UsingDirectives(inHeader: false)#> 
[DataContract(IsReference = true)] 

 
x [DataMember] 

<#=codeStringGenerator.Property(edmProperty)#> 
 

x <#=codeStringGenerator.NavigationProperty_NeedDataMember(navigationProperty)#> 
<#=codeStringGenerator.NavigationProperty(navigationProperty)#> 

 
x public string NavigationProperty(NavigationProperty navProp) 

{ 
var endType = _typeMapper.GetTypeName(navProp.ToEndMember.GetEntityType()); 
return string.Format( 
CultureInfo.InvariantCulture, 
"{0} {1} {2} {{ {3}get; {4}set; }}", 
AccessibilityAndVirtual(Accessibility.ForNavigationProperty(navProp)), 
navProp.ToEndMember.RelationshipMultiplicity == RelationshipMultiplicity.Many ? 
("ICollection<" + endType + ">") : endType, 
_code.Escape(navProp), 
_code.SpaceAfter(Accessibility.ForGetter(navProp)), 
_code.SpaceAfter(Accessibility.ForSetter(navProp))); 
} 

 

public string NavigationProperty_NeedDataMember(NavigationProperty navProp) 
{ 
    return string.Format( 
        CultureInfo.InvariantCulture, 
        "{0}", 
        navProp.ToEndMember.RelationshipMultiplicity == RelationshipMultiplicity.Many 
? ("[DataMember]") : "[DataMember]" 
        ); 
} 
 

x public string UsingDirectives(bool inHeader, bool includeCollections = true) 
{ 
return inHeader == string.IsNullOrEmpty(_code.VsNamespaceSuggestion()) 
? string.Format( 
CultureInfo.InvariantCulture, 
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"{0}using System;{1}" + 
"{2}", 
inHeader ? Environment.NewLine : "", 
includeCollections ? (Environment.NewLine + "using System.Collections.Generic;") : 
"", 

 includeCollections ? (Environment.NewLine + "using System.Runtime.Serialization;") :   
"", 

3.6.2 Dataannotation 

De genererade objekten ligger under DataModel.tt och innehåller inte dataannotation för 
validering osv. Vi använder tre sätt att hantera Texter (Label), validering osv: 

x Vi lägger det på objektet för att det känns mest logiskt att ha hanteringen där eftersom 
objektet i många fall ska skickas direkt ut i GUI och innehåller många fält och ska vara 
ändringsbart. Se ExtendedDataObjects och MetaDataObjects i koden för att se hur detta 
görs. 

x Vi lägger inget på objektet utan lägger all dataannotation i ett egen-kodat dataobjekt eller 
i ViewModel. Används när dataobjektet fylls från flera källor. 

x Vi lägger inget på objektet och inget i ViewModel utan använder Strings. i cshtml-sidan. 
Används när informationen ska visas inte ändras, används när det är lite information. 

 


